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RESCREENED
RE- ALUMINISED

Regular buyers of Suffolk
and Midland Tubes have
learnt to rely on their outstanding quality. Every
Tube fully guaranteed
with proved performance
reliability.

i
SUFFOLK TUBES LTD
1/3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD

PUTNEY LONDON S.W.15
Tel: Vandyke 4304/ 5267

MIDLAND TUBES LTD
477/483 OLDHAM ROAD
MANCHESTER 10
Tel: Collyharst 4412

PRICES FROM £4.0.0 EACH
The largest independent rebuilders
in the U.K.

"SABRINA"
STILL WELL IN
FRONT

Whatever car you run
you

need...

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES
ALL TYPES
£5. 0.0
12" now
..
£5.10.0 For
14" to 17" now
Single
£6.15.0 Tubes
19" now
..
21" now
..
£8. 0.0
ALL C.W.O. -TRADE SUPPLIED

Special Bonus Scheme for Service
Engineers- Reducing to:
12" -87/6; 14 "/17" -97/6; 21"-147/6
FREE Pass. transit Fr Ins. anywhere in
British Isles or N. Ireland (12 months'
guarantee).
ALSO FULL RANGE OF VALVES
(Guaranteed 12 months)

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.
Electron Works, North Bar
BANBURY, OXON
Telephone 2390

Get your copy at
the Newsagent today
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ASSAULT ON DODGERS
AT last the Government is stirring itself for a vigorous

assault on the ranks of the TV licence dodgers. The
PMG is to introduce a Bill, and may well have done
so before this gets into print, which should have the
effect of prising a large proportion of the missing
£10,000,000 per annum from the tight pockets of the
2,000,000 bilkers who are currently having a free TV
ride on the backs of those honest enough to pay

their way.
The provisions, we understand, will be two pronged. The present maximum fine of £10 for
operating a receiver without a licence is to be raised
to something in the region of ,£50. This is a more
realistic deterrent, since on the present basis, a
dodger can get away with it for at least two years
and even if caught will not be the wrong side of the
ledger.
Retailers will be required to make a register of all
customers buying or renting a, set; the names and
addresses to be submitted to the GPO for checking.
Dealers and their trade organisation RTRA are
strongly opposed to this and similar previous
suggestions on the grounds that they would be
acting as snoopers. We cannot entirely agree with this
self-imposed definition for in this bureaucratic age
we are all involved frequently in many more searching
invasions of privacy than simply leaving a name and
address!
While behind the PMG in his drive, we would
consider it a gracious gesture if the forthcoming
legislation could provide for a reduced fee for old
age pensioners, for whom TV is a great comfort and
for whom the licence fee is often a real problem.
It would be tragic to see such people in court facing
a £50 fine. It behoves all of us in better circumstances
to ensure that neighbouring OAP's are not placed in
this position.
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LETOPIC
MUIRHEAD AT MILAN
`,1UIRHEAD & COMPANY

British firm supply Danes with
their first u.h.f. TV transmitter

first u.h.f television transmitter, to be used for
f)ENMARK'S
colour and u.h.f. propagation tests, is to be supplied by The

Marconi Company. The transmitter will be installed at Gladsaxe,
a suburb of Copenhagen, where black and white technical test
transmissions are due to begin early this year, a preliminary to the
start of experimental colour television broadcasts.
In the foreground of the photograph, work is shown in progress
on the equipment section containing one of two 10kW klystron
output tubes used in the transmitter.

POWER KLYSTRONS IN
BBC TV TRANSMITTER

EEV HIGH

NEW

TV Relay

at Leigh Park,

Portsmouth

RR

WIRED SERVICES have
been awarded the contract

to install 900 houses with a tele-

British Broadcasting Corporation have just placed the
THE
following orders for High Power u.h.f. Television Transmitters:
Three 40kW transmitters from the Marconi Company Ltd. These
will use EEV K3017 series Klystrons and associated mounts.
Three.25kW transmitters from Pye T.V.T. Ltd. These will use
EEV K3014 series Klystrons and associated mounts.
Five 10kW transmitters from Pye T.V.T. Ltd. These will use
EEV K370 series Klystrons and associated mounts.
EEV High Power Klystrons have already been ordered for use
in transmitters being built in Germany, Denmark and Finland.
Transmitters made in the U.K. are destined for Switzerland and
Sweden.

Army
'Virgin line' technique for
Rentals) has been
Radio

WIRED SERVICES (a division of
RRawarded
a contract worth £8,581 to install

LIMITED were showing
precision electrical instruments,
synchros and servo systems and
fascimile communication systems
at the International Exhibition of
Automation and Instrumentation
held in Milan from November
19 to 25.
The display was organised in
Muirhead's
co- operation with
Italian representative, Irg. Silvio
Garrotte S.R.L., 40 Via Marco
Besso, Rome.
Other instruments on show
included oscillators and wave
analysers, and there were also
displays of standard cells, resistors
and switches.
BOAC ORDERS
has placed a further
BOAC
order for airborne navigation
and communication equipment
with The Marconi Company for
their fleet of VC -10 and Super
VC-10 aircraft.
Equipment in the new order
includes v.h.f. communication
and navigation systems, automatic direction finding equipment
and Doppler navigation systems.

a v.h.f. wide band
television relay system in the Army Married Quarters, Colchester.
This system, which will employ "virgin line techniques"
technical description of a signal carrying cable between amplifiers
being unbroken, thus ensuring a pure quality of signal. The
alternative would be the insertion of distribution and junction boxes
throughout its length. The latter would have caused a degradation
of signal quality -will be capable of distributing up to eight television channels with six v.h.f. /f.m. radio channels also.

-
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vision relay system at "The
Warren ", Leigh Park, Portsmouth. The Council will pay the
complete rental for this installatio i. The relay system will be
provided with full maintenance
facilities from the Company (a
division of Radio Rentals) and
monitoring
weekly
seven -day
arrangements and service will be
carried out from their central
control at Elm Grove, Portsmouth, wherefrom the existing
relay service in the City is
already being monitored.

LATEST BBC -2 LINK
latest Post Office TV link,
to carry BBC -2 programmes
to Pontop Pike, County Durham,
is now in operation. This is one
more link in the nation wide
chain engineered to 625 -line
colour standards which now
extend from Glasgow to Southampton and Cardiff.

THE

1

i

January,

1
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AUSTRALIAN- BRITISH TV LINK UP
first live television programme between this country and
THEAustralia
at 0625 on the morning of November 24th was
introduced by Raymond Baxter and lasted for 22 minutes and
included 121 minutes of live material. There was, however, one
small break in the picture. Raymond Baxter explained that the
satellite was 25,000 miles above the Indian Ocean and that the
pictures travelled 55,000 miles to reach this country.
There was no vision programme in Australia because pictures
took several minutes to switch in the other direction but a recording of the programme made over here has been flown to Australia
and was seen there a few days later. Aubrey Singer, head of
Outside Broadcasting Features and Science Programmes, and
William Cave, Programme Producer, commented that they were
absolutely thrilled and delighted by the pictures from "down
under ". It was another major step forward in what will eventually
be a round the world television service operating 24 hours a day.
A BBC spokesman said that it was a marvellous achievement on
the part of the BBC television engineers, the G.P.O. engineers
and those of ABC television in Australia. The Americans, who
were responsible for putting the satellite into orbit, should also be
included in this tribute.

BBC -2 EXTENSION AT OXFORD

TRANSMITTING STN.

BBC has placed a contract for the construction of an
THE
extension at the Oxford transmitting station to house the
u.h.f. transmitting equipment for BBC-2.
It is expected that the BBC-2 service from Oxford will start
towards the end of 1967. It will be on channel 63 with horizontal polarisation. Oxford itself, and a surrounding area
including Wantage, Banbury, Buckingham, Aylesbury, Wallingford, Witney and most of Swindon will be served.
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Engineers' Day Exhibition

TO

encourage more young
people to become engineers,
the Government has sponsored
"The Engineers' pay" exhibition
at the Science Museum, South
Kensington.
The
exhibition
opened on November 18th and
runs to January 14th. It is opon
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mondays
to Fridays and from 2.30 p.m.
to 6 p.m. on Sundays. Granhic
displays, with films and lectures,
have been designed to promote
an awareness of the importance
and achievements of eng n °ors
and technologists. Over 7.000
sq. feet on the ground floor of
the Science Museum have been
given up to the exhibition.

EMI AND SONY
Electronics
EMI
franchise for the

now have
sale of the
Sony BV 120E Video Tane
Recorder System through the
United Kingdom, except for
medical and industrial X -ray
applications.
NO TV IN THE HOUSE
vote on November
BY24tha single
the Commons rejected a

proposal to hold an experimental
closed-circuit televising of its
proceedings. The vote was 131
to 130 and M.P.s were allowed
a free vote. The delight of the
opponents of this experiment
was so great that the Speaker
of the House had to reprove
them.
The supporters of televising
proceedings probably feel that
the low total vote means that
the decision cannot be expected
as final as 360 M.P.s aonareotly
did not think the issue important
enough to vote on.

IRosemarkie BBC -1
Television Service

THE field strength contours on
the map on the left represent estimated average values
in decibels relative to the microvolt per metre (in brackets,
millivolts per metre), for a
receiving aerial height of 30 feet.
The field strength at a panic': ar
site may differ by as muc!i as
10dB (3 -1) from that indict-d.
Transmissions are on cha ^el
2
with horizontal polariza-_Jn
Vision frequency is 51.75Mc /s
and sound frequency 48.25Mc/s.
Maximum vision e.r.p. is 20kW
with a directional aerial.

Combining the

Aerial Riggers'
Intercom
and the

Bar and Pattern

Generator
into a

SET INSTALLERS' HANDY UNIT I
how the Bar and
Pattern Generator and the Aerial Riggers'
Intercom, which were featured in the November and December 1966 isues of PRACTICAL TELEVISION respectively, can be combined to make an
extremely versatile unit for the set installer.
Although the complete unit is small and has its
own mains power supply, there is room to add
extra circuits to meet individual needs. For
example, one could easily include an efficient

T

HIS article describes

25kf1

VR2 nMn

25kD. lin.

25k11 log.

lin.

VR3

VR1

B

R

u.h.f. generator and detector for signal tracing.
If additional controls are consequently required
on the front panel, various possibilities are available to :he constructor. The existing potentiometers. for instance, may be replaced by tandem
types, with the extra sections controlling the
additional circuitry. The function selector switch
S2 can be replaced by one with an appropriate
number of extra positions.
Slight rearrangement of the panel would readily
enable further controls to be accommodated, since
in spite of the small size of the unit, the internal
construction is not congested. Layout for the
PB2

A

Intercom Amplifier board

PB1

Bar and Pattern
Generator board
Input

Output

rE

Power
supply

Output

5

(-3-A714.

li

I

Function selector positions
t..L.S....(intercom)
2...V....(vertical bars)
3... V.H.... (Pat tern)
4... H.... (horizontal bars)
5...R.F...(Unmodulated RE)

o
S2

T

S3

Speak

P2

200yF

Fig.

1- Circuit o

cornu ere im

lord
Listent

L.S.

TVRX

r
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existing circuitry as 'described in
the present article is not critical,
except for those points men ticned explicitly below.
For the composite unit, the
bar and pattern generator circuit board on the one hand
and the intercom amplifier on
the other have been listed
as respective
"single components".
They should be
constructed according to the
information
given
the
in
individual articles, but ignoring
all components not actually
on the boards themselves.
by M. L.

Michaelis, M.A.

The external components and
interconnections are different
here, to meet the requirements
of combining the circuits. All these ancillary components, including the manual controls, have been
freshly numbered.

GENERAL CIRCUIT
The composite circuit is seen to comprise five
sections as shown in Fig 1. Two of these sections
are the respective circuit boards PB1 and PB2.
The third section is the common mains power
supply unit; the fourth section contains the
loudspeaker, which is also used as microphone,
as well as the listen /speak switch, and the final
section is the crossover network. This serves the
function of correctly routing the signal from the
TV aerial to the receiver, the audio intercom
signal and the pattern generator signal to the TV
receiver.

POWER SUPPLY SECTION
A small bell transformer, or miniature mains
transformer with an 8V 0.5A secondary, is required for Tl. It is essential to use an 8V
winding; a 6.3V winding is inadequate, since it
will not produce a sufficiently high d.c. output
voltage for the stabilisers on the pattern generator
board to function correctly. However, there is no
objection to rewinding the secondary of a miniature 6.3V heater transformer, or to adding a few
turns which are connected in series with an existing 6.3V winding.
It is rather important to select a physically
small mains transformer, in order to minimise its
magnetic influence.
Otherwise there is a
certain danger of direct hum induction into the
built -in loudspeaker when used as microphone;
even when the spacing between the two components is considerable. It was found that screening the loudspeaker with magnetic or nonmagnetic material was far less effective than using
a small transformer. carefully orientating it and
using a fullwave bridge rectifier circuit.
The small current drain of the circuits does not
itself call for a bridge rectifier; a simple halfwave

rectifier using a single diode ould also have been
used to supply the required current. However,
d.c. magnetisation of the transformer core, and
thus the stray field of the core, is very much less
with a bridge rectifier circuit.
When building the composite unit as shown in
Figs. 2 and 3, mount the mains transformer last
of all, placing it in the position shown, but not
yet fixing it down. Then switch to the intercom
"speak" function, and connect any other small
loudspeaker (low impedance) in another room, via
a length of screened or unscreened cable to Pl.
Now turn and twist the mains transformer to find
the position for minimum hum in the remote
speaker, with the gain control on the amplifier
set for normal working. Check this either by
getting a second person to answer back from the
remote speaker, or with the help of an oscilloscope
connected in parallel to Pl.
When the optimum location for the mains
transformer has been ascertained in this manner,
bolt it down in that position with the help of a
suitable bracket. Some further instructions for
preventing hum on the intercom function will
be given under that heading.
The function selector switch S2 serves simply
to switch the supply vol :aes for the respective
circuits on and off It carries no signal voltages,
but merely smoothed d.c. voltages, so that the
arrangement of its wiring is not critical.

THE INTERCOM CIRCUITRY
Although a double pole changeover toggle type
of switch is quoted for S3, a pressbutton or key
may be used in a "press -to -talk" arrangement if
desired. It is not necessary to employ a switch
with screening between the two sections, since
there is no danger of oscillation at normal settings
of the gain with the low input and output
impedances involved.
It is, however, essential to use a small loudspeaker, not greater than 3 inches in diameter.
Larger speakers give boomy and rather unintelligible speech reproduction when used as microphones. In the prototype, the selected speaker
gave excellent performance as a microphone when

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Tags marked'MC "are

Top edge

Vertical
bars hold

Horizontal
bars hold

earthing connections

of panel

P3

1111111111115

Mic.

NU

M

E

UL DMC

P2

feeder

selector

Fig.

2t

Aerial

Function

TVRX

socket

2- Wiring on the 'ear side o' the front panel.
parallel with the track of the preset volume control
These
(VR1 on amplifier components list).
measures give very heavy bass cut, restoring
speech quality with the speaker used as microphone to a crisp and very intelligible character
even with the unit inserted in the cabinet.
These modifications also make the circuit much
less sensitive to mains hum, so that they may even
be required for that reason alone if any difficulty
should be encountered in this respect with a given
mains transformer and loudspeaker type. Thus the
actual value for C11 on the amplifier board giving
optimum performance in a given case will depend
upon the particular mains transformer, the reson-

standing unmounted on the bench, or when built
onto the panel of the chassis slide unit with the
latter withdrawn from its cabinet. However,
as soon as the chassis slide assembly was
inserted into the cabinet, the microphone
performance was much less crisp and tended to
"hoot" on a resonant frequency around 250c /s.
This trouble was overcome by modifying some
component values on the amplifier board.
In the prototype, the coupling capacitor to the
top end of the track of the preset volume control
(Cll on amplifier components list) had to be
changed from 0.14LF to 4700pF; furthermore, a
22k11 ZW carbon resistor had to be wired in

L9
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Y
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and P2

To S2C

n
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bars hold
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,

VRt y
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5t.p V
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Vertical bars
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L

MC.

X

M.C.
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channel
MC.

C

I

I

D2
I
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vnn

Modulation
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see text
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I
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board
(components side)

1

D,

D1

-
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To
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i r
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MC.(

marked'M.0 are
'earthing connections
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Fig. 3-Top view showing chassis slide construction.
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Side
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a

M.C.

'

a

VR1

pre -set
gain

-crn-rr
any other

optional module
(see

text)

PB2

Intercom Amplifier board
(components side)

MC.

M.C.

Chassis
plate
11u

Fig.

4- Chassis slide construction, underside

ances of the particular speaker and their modification by cabinet resonances. A correct value should
be found between 2nF and lOnF; the smaller the
value, the greater the bass cut and treble emphasis.
Similarly, the shunt resistor for the preset gain
control on the amplifier board may need to take
on any value between lOkfl and 33k12 according
to individual circumstances. The smaller the value,
the greater the treble boost.
After proper attention to these points, the
correct setting for the preset gain control on the
amplifier board was found to lie near the midpoint of the track, slightly on the lower side.
Full output from the other speaker was then
obtained when talking at a low conversational
level into one speaker, from a distance of about

view.

two to three feet, or talking loudly across a room.
Hum was inaudible, even when using 12 yards
of unscreened cable (lighting flex) trailing on the
floor close to mains wiring. A faint hiss was,
however, audible on the internal speaker with no
remote speaker connected.

THE CROSSOVER NETWORK
Two coaxial sockets, Pl and P2, suffice for all
input and output connections. Pl is intended for

the feeder line to the TV aerial only, while P2
is for the cable to the aerial socket of the TV
receiver, both on aerial -alignment intercom function and when using the bar and pattern
generator.

12*

VHF.
tuning

Vertical
bars
hold

VERT

VHF

HORIZ

I.-11/2.
2f14

1%z

V

3/4

>I

_

4

dia.

FEED

Listen

Horizontal
bars hold

Ls,

TV aerial
feeder socket

Fig. 5-Front panel details of the complete unit.
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The test signal from the bar and pattern generator, of course, appears at both sockets, so that
it is important to withdraw the antenna feeder
plug from Pl when using the pattern generator.
Otherwise the test signal can proceed up the
feeder and will be radiated from the roof -top
aerial, which would lead to interference to other
television receivers over a wide area.
A possible refinement is to use a coaxial socket
with a pair of break contacts which are actuated
upon insertion of the feeder plug into Pl, thereby
interrupting the d.c. lines to S2A, B and C.
The pattern generator is then unable to function
while a TV aerial is connected to Pl.
However, Post Office regulations would not
generally demand such a safeguard, since TV
.service engineers often need to operate equipment
which could, if used incorrectly, lead to interference and thus they are expected to possess sufficient training to operate the equipment correctly.
Capacitor C4 prevents any arrangement of the
input circuits of the particular TV receiver which

COMPONENTS LIST
Resistors

Capacitors

R1

8252, 1W

R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8

2252, zW

Cl 500µF, 30V Elec.
C2 200µF, 30V Elec.

47052, 1W
4752, 1W

C3 200µF, 30V Elec.
C4 2200pF,500Viceramic

R9

2.2Mû, ZW

2200, W
2.2Mû, zW
2.2M0, 3W
47k0, 2W

Potentiometers
25k1-1 log.
VR2 25kû lin.
VR3 25161 lin.

VR1

All ±10% carbon

Diodes
D1

D4

0Y5061 or any other silicon I.t. rectifier 0.5-1A.

Miscellaneous
80-100 turns 0.3mm. dia. CuL close wound
L1
on R8
LS1

Miniature loudspeaker 3 -50, 21 -3 in. dia.

Ti
Tt Small bell transformer, output 8V 0.5A.
Fi
S1

S2
S3
P1,
P3

Panel fuse assembly, 0.5A mains.
2 -pole on -off toggle switch (mains).
4 -pole 5-way rotary wafer switch.
2 -pole changeover toggle switch.
P2 Panel mounting coaxial sockets.
Mains connector with earth pin, panel

mounting.

Basic Units
Pattern Generator circuit board
(described in November 1966 issue).
PB2 Aerial Riggers' Intercom unit circuit board
(described in December 1966 issue). Note:
(a) change C11 to value between 2-10nF,
(b) insert resistor of value between 1033kû in parallel with track of VR1 -see
text.
PB1 Bar and

January, 1967

may represent a short -circuit at audio frequencies
from shunting the intercom audio signals, but it
allows the TV signals to pass through unhindered
from the aerial to the receiver. The v.h.f. choke
Ll prevents shunting of the TV signals by the
audio circuits. R8 is merely a former for Ll,
while R7 and R9 provide discharge paths for
any static charges picked up by the aerial or
receiver if the respective arrangements happen to
represent an open circuit for d.c. R6 forms a
convenient tie -point for R5, which is a series
resistor to limit the shunting mismatch produced
by the feed from the bar and pattern generator,
while still allowing adequate signal transfer from

the pattern generator.
If the aerial feeder and /or set input is of the
balanced twin feeder type, then the instructions
given in the separate article on the intercom unit
still apply for the present composite unit.

CABINET
The entire unit develops negligible heat; the
output transistors on the intercom amplifier board
run distinctly warm to the touch, but contribute
nothing to the temperature of the unit as a whole.
The cabinet design should thus be guided purely
by considerations of good screening at TV signal
frequencies, adequate dust protection and good
appearance. Mild steel or aluminium can be used.
Although there is no real need for ventilation
holes at all, it is advisable to drill some small
holes in the lid of the cabinet so that a nonmetallic trimming tool may be inserted to reach
all preset controls (channel alignment and modulation depth control on the pattern generator,
and preset gain on the intercom amplifier).
This facility can prove quite useful on occasions,
for example in order to artificially reduce the
modulation depth when testing receivers with
faulty sync gating, to ascertain the actual gating
level beyond which sync is lost. This function
will be required only infrequently, which is why
a modulation depth control was not fitted on the
front panel.
It was considered useful to provide a fifth
position on the function selector switch, to make
a completely unmodulated v.h.f. carrier wave
available. This is useful for making provisional
assessments of the overall gain of a receiver chain,

signal -to -noise ratio, a.g.c. efficiency, etc.
The screen of a BBC 405 -line receiver should
go bright without noise (snow), while the screen
of a CCIR receiver should go dark, with no noise
visible when the brightness is advanced to the
onset of illumination, whereas strong noise should
appear when the carrier is switched off (function
selector to "intercom").

PRACTICAL TELEVISION BINDERS
The Practical Television Easi- binder is designed
to hold twelve issues. When ordering, please
state volume number required otherwise a blank
cover will be sent.They cost 12s. 6d., inclusive of
postage, and are obtainable from the Binding
Department, George Newnes Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.
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STOCK FAULTS
m

PREVALENT TROUBLES IN COMMERCIAL RECEIVERS

NEW SERIES

PART 7.

IN

the intermediate frequency sections of most
receivers, stock faults are few and straightforward. Mostly, we get valve faults, current carrying resistors, decoupling capacitors, dry jointed transformer windings and plain "finger
trouble" resulting from misalignment, and the
symptoms are common to the majority of sets.
This would leave us little to discuss in the present
article, unless we took a closer look at i.f. circuitry,
Illustrating our findings with commercial designs.
First, to recap on fundamentals. The i.f.
circuits are fixed -tuned amplifiers operating at
34.65Mc/s vision and 38.15Mc/s sound on
405 -line v.h.f. systems, and 39.5Mc /s vision,
33.5Mc /s sound on the 625 -line u.h.f. system.
Because the frequencies are more or less overlapping, it is possible to build an integrated
amplifier for both v.h.f. and u.h.f. systems, switching in the requisite filters to tailor the response
curves, but some designers have shied away from
the complications of such switching and provide
separate tuned circuits.

RESPONSE CURVES
An important factor is the shape of the response
curve, whose bandwidth must be such as to
embrace the wide range of frequencies transmitted in the video signal. With u.h.f. reception,
in which both vision and f.m. sound are amplified
through the i.f. chain, and also where the f.m.
signal requires itself a greater bandwidth than the
a.m. signal of 405 -line systems, broad flat -topped
response curves are more than ever necessary.
This factor is stressed -because experience has
shown that a few seconds' indiscriminate twiddling of tuning cores can cause a great deal of
worry, and waste much time while re- alignment
of the tuned circuits takes place. The first movement may seem to improve the picture slightly,
or may seem to have no effect. But the response
curve is built up by the "off -set" tuning of a
number of circuits and altering of one, although
it may make no perceptible change in the picture
or sound, alters the curve shape slightly. The next
slug or core that is moved then distorts the
response more. By the time two or three of
these off-tuning movements have been made, the
deterioration may be visible or audible and then
it is a job to redress matters.

31- Response curves of Bush and Murphy receivers
showing (a) 405 -line response of i.f. section, and (b) overall
response of i.f. circuits when switched to 625 -line operation.
Note position of curve relative to carrier frequencies and shaping
to afford rejection at unwanted frequencies.

Stages

I.F.

STAGGER -TUNING
As individual circuits of a stagger -tuned i.f.
chain are arranged to give a fairly high gain over
a comparatively narrow bandwic:th, the combined
effect being the important factor, any fault which
affects the tuning of an individual stage tends to
upset the response -not merely reduce the gain.
This point, which may seem too self- evident to
mention, should be remembered when chasing odd
faults of obscure origin.
We have discussed the effect of i.f. instability
in previous parts of this series. Poor synchronisation, erratic triggering of one or other timebase,
incorrect visión response that gives either smearing
of the picture or ultra -sharp outlines and ringing,
depending on the video and detector circuitry. The
cause of such instability may be simple and obvious,
or tantalisingly obscure. The following selection
of "practical" faults has been chosen to illustrate
the various possibilities. As before, the list is
a guide rather than a catalogue; every set has its
own peculiarities.
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"PRACTICAL" FAULTS

SCREEN -GRID RESISTOR

In discussing the tuning of i.f. stages, we passed
over the fact that failure of one particular stage,
perhaps because of a low emission valve, but more
likely because of some other defect, causes distortion of the overall response curve, and gives
a result that may mislead us into investigation
of the video stages. The kinds of fault that can
drag a stage down in this way are usually tricky
-perhaps a dry joint on a fine lead -out wire of a
transformer, perhaps the increasing of a load
resistor. The former fault can crop up when a
set is disturbed, even after years of faithful use.
There was a classic case of an unsoldered joint on
the system switch of an early dual- standard model,
encountered many times before the production run
caught up with it, and causing just such a fault
smeary vision, sometimes intermittent, sometimes
in reply to light tapping, or the vibration of extra-

Another common i.f. stage fault with unexpected
results is the breakdown of the screen -grid resistor
of the EF183 valve. An example occurs in the
Ferranti T1093 to T1097 range. Whereas the vision
becomes weak, the sound remains fairly strong,
and the less critical range of our ears may kid
us that there is actually a strong signal coming in
and direct q,ttention to a later stage. Actually,
this stage, shown in Fig. 33, is finely balanced,
and a good example of precise design. Unfortunately, precision has to be paid for by touchy
operation when any of the parts of the circuit
weaken. Note that in the example shown, the
screen grid is fed from the tapping on a potentiometer consisting of R12, R13 across the h.t. In
some models, the latter was omitted. Other modifications include the fitting of a 27pF capacitor
across the feed from the v.h.f. tuner, another
across the series pair C7, C8, C18B changed to
27pF, 22pF fitted across L7B and 33pF from
L6 /C18B to chassis.

-

loud sounds.

DECOUPLING CAPACITOR
On the GEC 2000 (also Sobell 1000, McMichael
3001 and 3002 and Masteradio 4003) there is a
screened can containing the final i.f. transformer,

the diode detector and associated r.f. chokes and
tuning capacitors. A dry joint on this coil
assembly, or a faulty decoupling capacitor on the
common anode and screen grid h.t. line produces
odd effects. On the Bush TV109 the 1kí1 anode
load of the first i.f. stage can go high, again
causing a smeared picture, and in worse cases, loss
of sync. In the same maker's later range, the
125RU had a curious trouble of weakness on one
channel only, usually the BBC. The cause was
the 33f1 resistor used to feed the EF85 common
i.f. valve, which went open -circuit after an overload. Always check the valve, running it to full
heat and at full signal while observing current
drain, when this sort of fault is noticed.
A resistor in the same position on the Philips
100U receiver, the 5.6kí1 anode load of the EF85
causes another peculiar fault when it increases in
value. The vision is poor, and an
increase in contrast to try and
improve matters simply gives cross
modulation;
increase
further
distorts the sound and then the
picture begins to improve.
Similarly, on the Murphy V430,
the screen grid decoupling capacitor of the 30F5 can cause vision
distortion-distortion of response,
not shape, linearity, etc., and when
the anode decoupler develops a
leak, a queer blocking effect occurs,
the picture coming and going in
spasms at certain contrast settings.

FLAT RESPONSE CURVE
I

,ck of damping-used to "flatten" the peak

tuned transformer -will cause the gain to
shoot up at the frequency to which that section
is tuned. Depending on where in the circuit this
simple fault occurs, the response curve then distorts. Often the offending section is the secondary
of the final i.f. already damped by the detector
circuit. On the Ultra 6604 and associated models,
this used to give a weak and smeary picture, and
was often a break in the coil end itself.
Where there is a resistor feeding the anode and
screen of the i.f. stage, excessive current which
may be initiated by valve breakdown, sudden lack
of a.g.c., instability in an earlier stage, etc., will
cause overheating and change in value. The stage
can either run weak, go unstable or pack up
altogether. One notorious circuit in which this
occurred was the Regentone Ten -6, where a 1.5kí1
resistor was used as the EF80 common i.f. screen
and anode load. On this set, and similar models,
of

a

H.T.+

To video

cathode network

N,

Leak or
open circuit

J

To

EF184

components
screened can.

amp.

grid

Fig. 32 -Final i.f. stage of the vision strip of
the GEC 2000 and associated receivers.

Dotted line shows

video

within

AG.C.

<
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if this resistor has burned out completely, always
check around the valve -base for possible burning,
low -resistance tracks, etc., before switching on
again.
Another Regentone chassis which had i.f. faults
was the VC1, and its "improved" successor, the
VC2. A whole range of sets was covered. by
this general production run, precise description
being confused by the fact that in some ostensibly
VC1 types the VC2 chassis, with its different
line and field transformer and scanning coils was
fitted, and a number of sets, made for other companies and for mail -order and chain -store outlets,
may have these chassis too. It does not matter
to us at this point of discussion, but for the
record we should note that the VC1 can be identified by its single contrast and two line hold
controls, whereas the VC2 had a contrast control
for each standard and a single line hold control.
The faults, to be fair to Regentone, were usually
EF183 breakdown, but these valves seemed to
develop a habit of interelectrode short -circuits.
Low emission was a bit more tricky, generally
causing field slip, the flywheel circuit of the line
section enabling sync to stay effective that much
longer. Poor sync on the later models, such as
the K -B WV 60, RGD 726, Regentone 198 and
companion models, could often be traced to the
1000pF decoupler of the final vision i.f. stage,
an EF184, which also uses a single resistor for
anode and G2 voltage dropping; value 2.7kí2.
It is interesting to note that C.R.T.S. found it
necessary to stabilise the screen grid of the common i.f. stage in the VC1 chassis, as shown in
Fig. 34. Instead of being fed via a 33kí2 resistor
from h.t., the screen grid has a potentiometer feed,
the upper resistor changed to 15kí2, and the lower
leg being a 22kf1 returned to the junction of the
two cathode resistors. To cope with the extra
current thus flowing through it, the lower of these
cathode resistors was then reduced to 100í2 from
its previous 12012. Simple, but quite effective.

COGGING
The symptom of line togging which happens
when models such as the Ferguson 506, 546 and
other "Flight" receivers have poor screen grid
R10

R12

2200
pF

18kII
O1yF
l

1000
pF

2200pF
A.G.C.

1000pF

(b)
teed resistors of common i.t. valves are
notoriously weak links. To improve regulation, modifications
shown at (b) were proposed for C.R.T.S. VC1 and VC2 chassis.
The original circuit is shown (a) and details are discussed in the
accompanying text.
Fig.

34-Screen

(a)

decoupling has been discussed in a previous
article. The suggested modification was to increase
the i.f. screen grid decoupler from the original
1000pF to 30000pF. But in addition, it is always
wise, in these sets, to check the 50µF cathode
bypass capacitor.
The main part of this article seems to have
been taken up with a knock at decoupling and
load resistors. These are certainly the weak links
in the i.f. stages. Examples that cause patterning
and instability are those of the McMichael MP20,
which uses a PCL84 as first sound i.f. stage, and
whose anode feed is decoupled by a 0.002µF
capacitor. When this joker goes open -circuit, the
stage goes haywire and the resultant instability
reflects back through the coupling to the vision
circuits! On the Murphy V500, something similar
happens when the a.g.c. decoupler of the sound i.f.
changes value. Interference bars rather like horizontal bursts of e.h.t. brushing appear on the
screen.

INSTABILITY

a
Via system

switch to
next stage

6

next
stage

From
VHF

tuner

Instability also occurs when
the 1000pF bypass of the
cathode of the 2nd vision i.f.
stage of the Pye V11 fails, and
on the Ultra 1981. Instability
and very critical tuning should
always lead one to an investigation of the decoupling capacitors of the common i.f. stage.
The Thorn 850 has another
of
these
sound -and -vision
peculiarities. The second sound
i.f. stage is based on an EF89,
also used as a limiter for

33-

Fig.
Common t.f. stage of Ferranti
1093. For modification details see text.
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22k11 47k n
To

main
H.T.

source
Check for

burnout

ECC804
Line

oscillator

35-

Subsidiary h.t. feeds to different sections of the circuit
Fig.
can cause confusion. In the Thorn 850 chassis, one h.t. line
feeds both the sound i.f. and the line oscillator. Failure of the
EF8Osound amplifier usually causes burning -out of the common
load resistor

f.m. sound on 625 -line reception. This valve
can develop internal shorts which burn out a
resistor quite remote from the circuit. This is
the 4.7k11 that supplies h.t. to both the screen grid
of the EF80 and the ECC804 line oscillator.
Result -no sound or vision-from a sound i.f.
fault.. Most confusing the first time it happens,
and a reminder of the old Serviceman's dictum:
when there's no signal, chase up the sound section
first.

INTERACTION
Talking of sound brings us to the old favourites,
vision -on -sound and sound -on- vision. The latter
often indicates an overload and the a.g.c. circuits
should be checked if tuning is in order, as discussed in a previous article. Vision-on -sound may
have different origins. If it is a buzz, only
apparent on signal, the h.t. decoupling of the
appropriate section should be checked. An example
is the Murphy V290 range, where a separate
32µF electrolytic regulates the vision i.f. strip. And
on the Bush 125, our old friend, the 2.7kû feed
resistor of the common i.f. stage can cause this
fault when it goes high. The VC3 chassis by
C.R.T.S. had a buzz that was annoying even when
the volume was turned down. To save fruitless
searching around the output stage checking transformer laminations and so on first look at the
anchor lead of the volume control where it goes
to the system switch. If it is earthed at the
switch end only, add an earth at the end going
to the 0.01µF capacitor; often it will cure this
fault.

TRANSISTORS
A short while ago one correspondent asked
whether this series had set out to "deliberately
ignore the growing tide of transistors". It is
true that several current models have semiconductors in practically all stages-and there are
now receivers that can be rightly termed "solidstate". But a series such as this deals mainly with

Fig. 36 -Typ ca/ transistor i.f. circuitry as employed by Pye in
the 40F model. Note the use of neutralising feedback capacitors

sets just a little older than the current range; at
least, out of guarantee. When our advice is to
look for certain types of common fault, it is
hardly likely to endear us to manufacturers if we
encourage owners to attack their newer models.
However, the present subject offers an excuse to
take a look at one type of transistor circuit before
going on to sound circuits.
Transistor i.f. stages have been used by Pye,
Ekco and Ferranti, in a range of models with
BF164s as first and second vision i.f. amplifiers,
and BF158s and BF199s in the sound line -up. These
n -p -n transistors are in stagger-tuned, tightly coupled circuits and each stage is neutralised.
Rank- Bush -Murphy employ p-n -p transistors, two
AF181 common i.f. stages with an AF179 vision
and two AF115 sound stages, again neutralised,
and with special a.g.c. action that the use of

transistors dictates. The G.E.C. Group including
Sobell, McMichael and Masteradio, again use
p -n -p types, neutralised by capacitative feedback
from an overwind on the collector coil of one
stage to the preceding base, with similar types
to the Rank design but different styles of circuitry.
When trouble- shooting, it must always be borne
in mind that the transistor is a current -operated
device. Usually, the transistor will be found in
the common -emitter -mode, as this gives greater
gain (though a first glance at the circuit diagram
of a hybrid receiver may give the impression that
the transistors are hanging upside -down!) Neutralising is employed to balance out the internal
feedback and this can raise problems when
aligning. Neutralising is sometimes determined
for the particular semiconductor in use, a
greater spread of tolerance being necessary to
allow for differences in capacitance.
Stagger- tuning may be used, to get the maximum
gain per stage over narrower bandwidths, tailoring the response curve by rejector circuitry and
using more stages; or synchronous tuning with
wideband stages may be employed -this being a
more feasible design possibility than with valves.
In general, stagger-tuned circuits are more stable.
Sound i.f. circuits have to have greater bandwidth
to allow or the 6Mc/s f.m. bandwidth, and these
we shall consider more closely next month.
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CIRCULAR
TV AERIAL for
BANDS I & HI
17'

long

Paxolin strip

c
j

ex 1"

+rC

22°

a

-i

17' long

sA
22°

h--

Material
aluminium wire
flattened and drilled
3/16 dia, holes at ends
1,4 dia.

13° dia.

/

Straight sections

19// long
overall

11/2 Tong

19'2 long
overall

Stout
wood

blocky

or box

Coax

lead -In

to

receiver

Fig. 1 -The diagram shows hull constructional details of
the complete aerial. The base may be any block of wood
of sufficient volume to support the assembly.

IWOULD like to pass on to readers of
the design for a homemade indoor aerial. It has the' advantages of
being easy to construct and costs very little to
make.
I receive a very good picture from both BBC -1
and ITV over a distance of some forty miles from
Armagh in Northern Ireland.
The aerial has not been tried on BBC-2 or on
other channels, although variation in the size
should prove a useful line of experiment.
The semi- circular elements were made from
aluminium wire which may be obtained from any
Electricity Board Works Department, scrap lengths
cost a few shillings. Alternatively aluminium
tubing should prove suitable.
Take one of the 17 in. lengths and flatten one
end in a vice. Drill a 3/16 in hole in the flattened
end. Repeat with the other 17 in. length. This
completes the construction of the straight elements.
The two semi -circular elements should be
flattened at both ends in similar fashion. A
3/16 in. hole should then be drilled at both ends
of each of these elements. The 19} in. lengths may
now be shaped by bending them round an 81 in.
diameter circle. Anything will suffice, but perhaps
the easiest and most readily obtainable would be a
large saucepan. The 12 in. bend in the lower ends
of the semi -circular elements can be made with
a pair of pliers.
A piece of paxolin 2 in. x 1 in. may be used
for the insulator. Drill two holes 3/16 in.
clearance spaced 5/8 in. apart. The two ends of the
semi-circular elements and the 17 in. rods may
now be bolted to the paxolin.
The base can be made from wood with two
holes spaced 1f in. to take the lower ends of the
aerial.
Coaxial cable is now attached to these lower
ends and the aerial is ready for use.
By making the nuts in the upper elements fmgertight, the two straight rods may be adjusted for
best results, while the whole aerial may be rotated
for maximum signal strength pick -up.
If the upper elements are to be constantly
adjusted, i.e. for the reception of more than one
station, then the nuts could be of the "wing nut"
variety for ease of adjustment.-G. Darling
PRACTICAL TELEVISION

COLOUR CAMERA ADVANCE
The Marconi Company, of Chelmsford, claim

that they have doubled the sensitivity of their
Mk. VII colour camera and that additional
lighting is no longer necessary. The camera will,
to quote Marconi's, produce perfect colour pictures
in the light levels found in any black- and -white
studios. In technical terms, the camera will produce satisfactory colour pictures at full gain and
aperture, with as little as 15 foot -candles of scene
illumination.
This enables Marconi to recommend a normal
working light level of 80 to 100 foot -candles for
studios using their latest colour camera. This
achievement, which has obvious economic
advantages (they have already sold over 200), will
also increase the flexibility of operation of studios
and will improve the limits of outside broadcasts.
One of the main features of the 'Marconi colour
camera is its inherent stability which enables
"hands -off" operation. This stability has also
ensured that the correct colour balance can be

maintained for long periods without re- adjustment.
However, remote adjustment of colour balance is
desirable in some circumstances. For example,
during outside broadcasts it is not possible to
control the colour temperature of the scene
illumination, and this can alter rapidly with changes
in the weather. In the studio, colour balance may
also need adjustment to compensate for the effect
of light reflected from brightly coloured objects.
This effect is most noticeable in close -up shots
of skin tones.
Fine adjustment can also remove minor differences between cameras to achieve perfect colour
matching.
In addition to this colour balance control,
Marconi's have also introduced as an optional
extra a vertical aperture correction unit. This is
said to give an outstanding increase in depth and
sparkle of the picture, in a way which will be
passed on to the average home receiver in terms of
improved picture quality.
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Part VIII
Noise
Noise is a random movement of electrons in
the conductors and components of a television set.
These random electron movements generate
random pulses of electricity of very wide frequency
range which look to the set something like
ordinary signals. They manifest on the screen as
grain or a " snow storm " effect and on sound
as a hissing noise, not unlike air escaping from
a high pressure air line.
These noise signals have an equivalent value
of voltage at the input of the receiver. and thus
a ratio between the voltage of the wanted signals
and the inevitable voltage of the noise signal is
given. This is called the signal /noise ratio, and
for the noise signals to be at subjective threshold
the required signals must be 200 times stronger
than the noise signals. This gives a signal /noise
ratio of 46dB (equal to a 200 times voltage ratio).
It has been the aim of scientists and engineers
over the ages to reduce the noise signal to the
very lowest level to allow sets to work correctly
with the smallest input signal. It is impossible
to delete the noise signals completely, but modern
techniques, including the use of low -noise transistors in the early stages of the receiver (i.e., in
the tuner) and special pre -amplifiers and aerial
amplifiers, keep the noise signals to the lowest
possible level consistent with economic design.
The level of the noise signals, of course, sets
the maximum useful sensitivity of the receiver.
for once the noise signals have been reduced to
their lowest practical level, the required signal/
noise ratio can only be achieved by increasing
the level of the input signal.
In practice, therefore, this means that if grain
is troublesome on the picture or hiss on the
sound, especially on the u.h.f. channels, which
are more prone to noise effects than the v.h.f.
channels, the solution lies in the use of a better
aerial (i.e., one that is capable of abstracting
more signal from the ether) or a super low -noise
amplifier between the aerial and the set. Such
an amplifier should have a noise performance
better than that of the tuner which it is to feed.

Omnidirectional Polar Diagram
This term is used to describe the nature of

signal pick -up by a single dipole aerial mounted
vertically to respond to vertically polarised radio
waves. Such a dipole, freely situated in space, is
equally responsive to signals arriving from any
point of the compass. This condition is shown
diagramatically in Fig. 35, where the distance from
the dot to the edge of the circle represents the

relative response or sensitivity of the aerial.

This polar diagram, as it

called, is one of the
simplest for aerials, and they
more
complex,
become
showing directivity and subsidiary lobes, as the response
is modified by the addition
of parasitic elements, like a
reflector and directors (see
under Aerials)
35 -Polar diagram
Note that the polar dia- Fig.
'or a vertical aerial.
gram even of a single
dipole can be distorted by
the proximity of metal items and the downlead.
This kind of aerial assumes a figure -of-eight
polar diagram when mounted horizontally to
receive horizontally polarised signals.
Its position for maximum pick -up is then when
the signals arrive broadside on, with virtually zero
pick -up when one end of the aerial is pointing
towards the station.
is

Overshoot
Due to unevenness in the response of the vision
channels of a television receiver, the presence of
a signal changing rapidly from one level to another,
as may be represented by the edge of a black item

on a white background, can cause the tuned
circuits to oscillate or ring at their natural
frequency.
The result of this is that the transition from
black to white or white to black is reflected from
the object on the screen in the form of diminishing
contrast intensity of so-called black- after -white or
white-after -black. This effect is best observed
on a test card carrying frequency gratings, for
then any such disturbance from a particular
grating signifies that the ringing frequency is
equal to (or near to) the frequency corresponding
to that grating.
Excessive overshoot should lead to a check of the
vision i.f. channel alignment, but just one circuit
mistuned can considerably aggravate the effect,
especially the sound rejector in the vision i.f.
channel or the final vision i.f. transformer. A slight
adjustment to the corresponding core while
observing the overshoot on a test card can often
clear the trouble completely.
Overshoot can also have its origin in the video
amplifier stage, one major cause here being change
in value of the capacitor across the cathode resistor
of the video amplifier valve. Some early sets had
a trimmer capacitor in this position to "sharpen"
the picture by purposely introducing a little overshoot.
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Padded Network
This term is often used to describe a coupling
between one signal circuit and a circuit into which
this signal is to be coupled. A padded network is
a network of resistors and /or capacitors that
permits the transference of signals from one
circuit to another without introducing a bad mismatch.

159

the random movement of electrons in signalcarrying circuits, amplifiers and channels.
Picture noise is the grain or snow effect on a
picture arising often from a weak aerial signal
or from a tuner fault that emphasises the noise
signal relative to the aerial signal, thereby impairing the signal-to-noise ratio.

Picture Shift
This term applies to movement of the picture

as a whole on the screen, shift adjustments being

(a)

R2

o

o

(d)

(b)

36-Balanced and unbalanced T- attenuator pads at (a)
and (b) and pi- attenuator pads respective /y at (c) and (d).
Fig.

The most common padded network is the simple
attenuator. This is designed to reduce the level
of signal from one circuit to another, while allowing both the input and output circuits to be loaded
to their correct value of impedance. For example,
the termination impedance of a downlead is
nominally 7511 equal to the aerial input impedance
of the receiver.
Now, if an ordinary resistor were connected in
series with the end of the downlead and the aerial
socket of the set for the purpose of reducing the
signal applied to the set, neither the downlead nor
the set aerial socket would "see" 7511, as the series
resistor would increase this, one to the other. A
properly designed network or pad ensures that
both terminations are correctly loaded.
Fig. 36 shows a balanced and unbalanced
T- attenuator at (a) and (b) and a balanced and
unbalanced pi- attenuator at (c) and (d). The
balanced pads are used for twin feeder circuits
and the unbalanced for coaxial cable circuits. The
values for the resistors can be worked out from
the following expression:
for T -pads R1=

N+i)

and R2

provided in the form of magnets on the tube
neck for shifting the picture vertically and horizontally and the combined effect giving diagonal
movement.
It is thus possible to centre the picture on the
screen of the picture tube, the principle being
that the electron beam, near the gun assembly
m the tube neck, is bent under the influence of
the field from the shift magnets in such a way
that the picture as a whole is moved across the
screen.
In tubes with ion trap assemblies, the ion trap
magnet can also bend the beam, causing a displaced picture, if incorrectly adjusted. Under this
condition it may be impossible to centre the picture
properly by the shift adjustments, and corner
'shadowing may result. The ion trap magnet must
only be adjusted to obtain maximum picture
brightness, never for shifting the picture nor
eliminating corner shadows. Persistent corner
shadows usually indicate that the scanning coils
are not pushed hard against the flare.
The scanning coils are sometimes coupled
through a capacitor to the field amplifier, and a
d.c. magnetic field can exist if the capacitor's
insulation is poor. This effect can displace the
picture, making it impossible to centre by the
shift adjustments.

Positive -Going Picture Signal
This implies that the vision modulation rises
in a positive direction from the sync pulses from
black to white. This is the nature of the modulation of the 405 -line standard, as shown at (a)
in Fig. 37. The negative -going picture signal of
the 625 -line standard is shown in (b).
White

-2Z
2

Black

s

and for pi -pads R1=

(

1)

and R2

-ZN11)

Sync

(a)

where Z is the impedance of the feeder and aerial
input of the set and N the ratio of required input
to output signal voltage.
The term "pad" is also sometimes used in
unmatched applications. An example is the
network employed in communal aerial systems to
tap-off a certain level of signal for a receiver from
a cable system carrying high -level signals.

Sync
level

Black

Picture Noise
Noise, of course, cannot be seen, yet it is used
with respect to a television picture. What is really
meant is noise signal, which is the term given to

level

(b)
Fig.

37- Positive-going
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Printed Circuit Boards
Most current receivers have their various sections built upon printed circuit boards, instead
of the old -style chassis construction. The boards,
made of -low -loss insulating material, have bonded
upon them a thin conductive material etched to
the pattern of the circuit, the components being
fixed to the boards by their lead -out wires through
small holes drilled at appropriate points on the
printed circuits, the ends of the lead -outs then
being soldered to the circuits.
Excessive dust and high temperatures sometimes
reduce the insulation between adjacent printed
circuit conductors, producing difficult -to- diagnose
symptoms. Moreover, resistors on boards subjected to abnormally high temperatures have a
tendency to reduce in value, opposite to the usual
way that resistors in wired, chassis -type circuits
are affected. This is worth remembering.
-

-

Quarter -Wave Coaxial Stub
A quarter-wave length of coaxial cable or transmission line shorted circuited at one end is known
as a stub. Here the impedance at the open -end
is very high, while that at the shorted end, of

course, zero. A device of this kind is sometimes
employed to match
the high impedance at
the end of a dipole to
a
low
impedance
High Impedance end
feeder or downlead.
of dipole
This is shown in Fig.
38, where a tap is
made a little up from
High impedance end
of stub
the short- circuited end
at a point where the
Stub
impedance
matches
that of the downlead.
An open -circuit stub
Stub
Tap made
Shorted
has a low- impedance
here
at 7511
at the connected end
point
and can thus be used
as
a
rejector for
Low impedance
signals of the same
feed out
frequency (wavelength) to which it is
Fig. 38-The application of a
cut. Sets, for example,
short- circuit quarter-wave stub.
which tend to have a
high level of oscillator
signal voltage at their
Receiver aerial
aerial terminals, and
socket
which can cause interference- on other sets
tuned to a different
channel, can benefit
from the use of such
a stub connected in
parallel with the aerial
input, as shown in
Fig. 39. The stub in
this case tends to
short out the oscillatòr
signal while having
little effect on the
wanted signals.
Stubs can also be
used for matching
Fig. 39-An open - circuit stub
and, by cutting them
can be used for oscillator siga little longer or a
na! /ejection as shown.
-
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little shorter, as the case may be, to balance out
inductive or capacitive reactance at the end of an
aerial downlead due to mismatch effects on the
aerial system or at the aerial input of the set.

Raster
This describes the illumination make-up on the
television screen upon which the picture is formed.
A raster, for instance, is that rectangle of illumination on the screen when the aerial is taken from
the set and the brightness control advanced. This,
as the picture, is composed of many lines close
together, giving the impression of one mass of
illumination when viewed from a distance.
The number of lines making up a raster will
not be the same as the number making up a complete picture. This is because a picture is formed
of interlaced lines -405 or 625 in number -while
a raster cannot be interlaced unless under the
control of the picture signal and sync pulses.
The raster, however, which occurs at the start
of a programme sequence or when the actual
picture signal is faded out does contain the full
number of lines, because in this case the time bases are under the control of the transmitted sync
pulses, even though no picture information is
present.
.

Reactivation
This term applies to a process that was at one
time popular with service technicians and
enthusiasts for prolonging the useful life of the
picture tube. Indeed, special instruments called
"reactivators" were then mode. The popularity
has waned since those days, probably because regunned tubes are easily available at low cost and
because reactivation was never really a great
success.

Fig. 40-Basic circuit or picture tube reactrvator.

A tube was reactivated by applying across its
heater a voltage up to 30% or more in excess of
its nominal voltage, while at the same time
drawing current from its cathode by connecting
a positive potential to its control grid relative to
the cathode. A series resistor was used in the
circuit as a current limiter.
It was found that this treatment had the effect
of improving the emission provided the heater
could withstand the severe overload for any length
of time, the emission remaining improved even
with the tube later operating at its normal voltage.
The heater current and the voltage applied to
the grid was sometimes pulsed to facilitate the
reactivation process, but in practice this rarely
helped much.
Sometimes the emission was improved and the
tube could be put back into service with a reason-
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able picture for many months. At other times
there was virtually no improvement at all, and
it was not uncommon for the heater to fail when
passing the abnormally high reactivation current.
Reactivators had a built -in emission tester, the
emission being tested prior to reactivation and then
at intervals during the process, the aim being to
secure the best emission effect with the smallest
value of heater current. The basic circuit of a
reactivator is given in Fig. 40. Incidentally, owing
to the rather high price of colour television tubes
it seems as though the tube reactivator may again
become popular.

IN
NEXT MONTH

Practical
TELEVISION
GETTING TV TAPED

Rejectors
In broad terms, a rejector is a tuned circuit
composed of an inductor in parallel with a capacitor or an inductor in series with a capacitor, the
former called a parallel rejector and the latter a

Although tape has been used for over a
decade to record and playback video
signals, it is only recently that the considerable development work towards a
home TV recorder has shown signs of
being fruitful. In this article the author
discusses the principles and problems of
what could develop into a new line of
interest for the TV enthusiast.

series rejector.
The most well known television rejector is that
in the vision i.f. channel, designed to reject the
sound carrier, without which the picture would
judder in sympathy with the sound accompaniment. This is the sound rejector, of which there
are usually two, one where the sound signal is
taken from the i.f. channel and another somewhere in the middle of the vision i.f. channel.
When tuned to the sound carrier, these filters
put a sharp dip in the overall vision response
curve and, in fact, help to tailor the shape of
the response. The parallel -tuned circuit is the
most frequently used, and the circuit at (a) in Fig.
41 shows the classic sound rejector in the cathode

MULTIPLEXER FOR THE

'SCOPE
Following the description of the sync line
selector in the January issue, the designer
now describes another useful accessorya multiplexer to convert a single -beam to a
double -beam oscilloscope.

Vision
amp

I.F.

TV COIN SAVER

Vision
signal

Tuned

This is a novel gadget for the thrifty) It is a
small easily built unit requiring the
insertion of a coin to switch on the
television set, a kind of personal Pay -TV.

out

vision
signal

161

in

to

sound IF,

INTERPRETING SYMPTOMS

Tuned to
sound LF.

(a)
Fig.

41-Cathode

A good deal of time and energy can be
saved by spending a little more care in
studying the fault symptoms. Here are
some useful hints to short cut TV repair
work.

(b)

sound rejector (a) and absorption type (b)

circuit of a vision i.f. amplifier valve. The circuit
has little effect on signals removed from its
resonance, but the sound carrier, which corresponds to its tuned frequency, sees it as a very
high impedance, thereby dipping the gain of the
stage at that frequency only.
An absorption type of rejector is shown at (b)
in Fig. 41. This circuit, L' 1 and Cl, is again
tuned to the sound carrier (i.e., sound i.f.) and
since it is coupled to an i.f. transformer in the
vision channel it tends to absorb signals present
at the sound frequency. In other words, it sucks
out the sound carrier, leaving a large dip in the
vision response curve at that frequency.
Sound rejection ratios as high as 60dB are
possible by the use of two conventional circuits
in the vision i.f. channel; but 60dB is only just
about sufficient!
Part IX follows next month

ORDER YOUR COPY UN THE FORM BELOW
TO

(Name of Newsagent

Please reserve /deliver the FEBRUARY issue
of PRACTICAL TELEVISION (2/ -), on sale
January 20th and continue every month

until further notice

NAME
ADDRESS

L
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A MONTHLY FEATURE
FOR DX ENTHUSIASTS

by Charles Rafarel

as suggested in P.T., that if the transmitter is at

Kiev, then directly after the Test Card, the
caption `KNIB' (Ukranian) would appear, and if
the following programme originated in Moscow,
we would -then have the "MOCBA" caption,
after this identification becomes decidedly
LAST month's comments were somewhat "dodgy".
premature, I am glad to say, and the Sporadic
Using this method I have received 1st, and
E Meteor Shower season was not in fact
2nd, programmes on Ch. Rl via Moscow, Leninquite finished. In fact there was a very nice late grad, Sochi, Rostov, Nal'chik, Saratov, Noril'sk,
opening, as shown below:
and Pyatigorsk, and on R2 via Petrozavodsk, and
21- 24/10/66: Czech, USSR, and Austria. Rl, E2a.
Bryansk. The various Republics have their own
26/10/66: Spain E2, E3, E4. Italy IA, and IB, regional programmes, some have two, eg. Kiev,
Portugal E3.
but they rely on Moscow Central programmes as
27/10/66: W. Germany E2, E4, and Czech Rl.
well (Compare Westward and Rediffusion).
(Grünten).
E2
Germany
29/10/66: Spain E2, W.
" When regional programmes are being shown,
E2,
(Grünten)
Rl,
W.
Germany
31/10/66: Czech
the sound track and captions will be in their
Austria E2a, Itály IA.
respective languages, eg. `KNIB' in Ukranian,
1, 3, and 11/11/66: Czech, Austria, USSR Rl
`KEB' in Russian. The various languages look
and E2a.
and sound like Russian, except Band I -wise,
14- 15/11/66: Austria (very short strong bursts,
Armenian which when written looks like a
believed meteor reflection).
`cramped' version of Arabic. The Regional
17/11/66: The best day, Czech R1, Austria
stations that I have received are Rl Lvov, Erevan
E2a, W Germany (Grünten) E2, Raichberg
(Armenian Republic Vert. Pol.), and Minsk, and
E4, Sweden (Hörby) E2, Hungary (Budapest) on R2, Tallin, Kiev, and Nikolaev.
Rl, Italy IA, USSR (? Minsk) Rl, Spain E4,
" The all important test cards from the Far
plus a new "mystery" weak test card on Rl,
East of USSR are transmitted from 04.30 GMT,
vaguely similar to the French card; any and from the European stations from 07.00 -14.00
ideas?
GMT, with the second programme starting later
The short bursts on the 14 -17 may well be in the afternoon. To quote a Russian TV maga«Leonid" meteor signals. Did any other DXers zine, an interesting fact is that those who do not
see any unusual propagation? We would like to understand Russian fully, can at the turn of a
hear.
switch, substitute a sound track of their local
language.
It seems clear from the above that they do
not switch to another complete channel, they
NEWS
`retune' the sound channel alone. From this it
I have spoken many times in the past on the
seems that we may well at times receive the same
difficulties of USSR station identification and the
picture but with different sound tracks in
following extract from a letter from Cpl. D. different languages!"
Maden of Cyprus will be of great interest.
I sug 'sest that we all bear the above details in
" I noted a remark about USSR /TV, in P.T. mind for the 1967 SPE openings for we could, I
some two months ago, re two programmes "float- am sure, improve our USSR logs very considering" together. Below are a few conclusions I have
ably.
gathered over the Summer:just two points, however. Remember that
" The Central TV Studios are situated in captions are in Russian script (except Armenia),
Moscow, and they provide the bulk of the pro- so get out your Russian Dictionaries! Secondly,
grammes for the country. Two regular pro- some can*ions that I have seen on Band T are
grammes are produced there, plus a third experi- of townq with Band III transmitters only. With
mental Colour service for Moscow only on regards to Far East stations we should have F2
openings next year but more of this later.
Ch R8.
" The first programme called Central TV 1st
programme (Tsentralyana Televidnie Pervaya
Programma), and the second, Central TV 2nd
Programme (Tsentralyana Televidnie Vtoraya FROM THE SICK BAY
Programma), these are relayed from Moscow, and
I know that you will be sorry to hear that two
are transmitted by the TV stations in the
C. Beckett and Roy Allen
European part of the USSR, both programmes of our DX friends
have been in hospital. We wish them a very
being radiated on all channels.
" The identification of the station, is (I hope) speedy recovery and back to the DX soon!

-

-I.
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DENMARK, NORWAY and FINLAND
.

1111111

_
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-
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Test Cards: These

are shown in the photograph, subject to remarks on the lettering in
the lower part of the centre circle.

DENMARK
Test Card: The card carries the word "Fyn"
(Funen Is.) on E3 and either Kobenhaven
or Danmarks Radio (as shown on E4).
Transmitters: Fyn on E3 and Copenhagen
on E4 (fairly difficult to receive in the
British Isles).

NORWAY
Test Card: The card carries any of the
following lettering: (1) N.R.K., (2) Telegrafstyret Norge, (3) Telegrafvernet Norge.

ail

iait

.

.

rllr.

Transmitters: Melhus and Griepstad on

E2

(well received here), Gamlesveten on E3
and Kongsberg on E4.

FINLAND
Test Card: The card carries the following

lettering: (1) Yliesradio TV1, or (2)
Yliesradio TV2.
Transmitters: Taivalkovski TV1 and Tampere TV2 on E2, Tervola TV1 on E3 and
Kajaani TV1 on E4. The two transmitters
using channel E2 are vertically polarised.
Finland is fairly difficult to receive in the
UK and this may, in part, be due to incorrect aerials used on E2.
w

READERS' REPORTS
A new DXer C. Parnell of Widcombe, Nr Bath,
has made a good start with Sweden, and Norway

on E3, and Czechoslovakia on R2.

P. Wright of Andover must have given some
thought to modifying Band III on his set, to
get further 1.f. He made it all right, with Rennes
St Pern on F5; this is very far l.f. and beyond
the scope of most British sets. He has had good
SPE as well with USSR, Czech, Switzerland,

Spain, Portugal, Poland, and Hungary all "in the
bag ".
Our old friend D. Boniface of Ripon did well
during the Tropospheric opening when I was
away, with W. Germany (Donnersberg) Elf)
(Langenberg) E9, and (Koblenz) E6. I really
must give prior notice as to when I am going
away as it always heralds a good opening that I
miss! He too is now concentrating on u.h.f. and
we wish him every success.
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TRADE
NEWS
TRADE
NEWS

NEWS TRADE
TRADE NEWS
NEWS TRADE
TRADE NEWS

PORTABLE TV WITH REMOTE CONTROL
PHOTOGRAPH shows the new Dynatron
portable
625/405 -line
16in.
"Courtier"
television with remote control unit and pop-up
handle. The Courtier features a transistorised
tuner, press - button, all - channel
integrated
programme selection, high -gain transistorised i.f.
panel, flywheel sync, stabilised horizontal output
stage, tone control and automatic picture control.
The retail price is 79 guineas plus a purchase tax
surcharge of £1 3s. lld. in teak or rosewood
cabinet. Dynatron Radio Ltd., St. Peter's Road,
Furze Platt, Maidenhead, Berkshire.
TELEVISION PATTERN GENERATOR SG4

OSCILLOSCOPE W2/13
LSO from Grundig Ltd. comes a general
purpose oscilloscope using a 51in. diameter
c.r.t. giving high definition. Narrow or wideband
operation of the vertical amplifier is provided and
the extremely stable timebase ensures a steady
trace under any conditions.
To facilitate TV receiver servicing, both line and
field frequencies are marked on the timebase speed
switch. A comprehensive range of accessories is
available, making this instrument suitable for a
very wide range of applications.

Britain) Ltd. comes this
for
the rapid checking of all TV receiver operations
independent of TV transmission.
The unit provides a video signal of horizontal
or vertical bars, crosshatch or dot pattern. The
video and line frequency are adjustable. The
synchronising pulse amplitude can be adjusted
from zero to 30 %. The video signal which can
be of either positive or negative polarity, is
continuously variable up to a maximum of 5V
peak -to -peak including synchronising pulses.
The v.h.f. range covers channels 2 -12 together
with an i.f. output of 38.9Mc /s. A temperature
stabilised 5.5Mc /s oscillator is frequency modulated
with 1000c /s to provide the intercarrier sound
frequency. The modulation is negative, but in
addition the pattern generator can be modulated
from an external video signal. The u.h.f. signal is
obtained by mixing a variable oscillator with the
already modulated channel 3 signal.

Grundig (Great
FROM
fully transistorised instrument designed
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SERV CE
BROADLY speaking, apart from the self employed service specialist, and small dealer,
there are three types of television service
engineer. By far the largest group are the c atside
engineers, employed in many thousands by the
large rental companies and multiple dealers.
Working almost exclusively in the customers'
homes, they make an average of around eight to
15 service calls per day, although at busy times
this can rise up to 20 or more.
Making so many calls per day, and often covering a substantial mileage, their work mainly
consists of valve replacements, tuner cleaning and
adjustments, the replacing of dropper or surge
limiter resistors, pre-set controls, diode detectors,
power rectifiers and electrolytics of various types.
The time available to each job more or less
prohibits attention to faults of an intermittent
nature, to sets requiring a tube change or line
output transformer replacement or obviously requiring a fairly general overhaul. These are
brought in for the attention of the bench engineer
or "inside man ", and it is to the "outside man's"
constant perplexity why a service engineer should
want to work inside a noisy, artificially -lit workshop all day with the service manager breathing
down the back of his neck.
.However, there is still another type of outside
service engineer-those employed by the national
trade servicing organisations, for instance, who
must "kill" all customer complaints on the spot,
or in exceptional cases, bring it to his own home
to complete repairs.
This type of engineer usually covers a fairly
wide area, mileages of 100 per day are not
uncommon, but he usually averages no more than
about eight calls a day.
Invariably, too, he gets rather more reward than
the rental company outside engineer, for having
to assume complete responsibility for all repairs
in his area and employers usually prefer a man
with a RTEB (Radio Trades' Examination Board)
certificate for this type of position.
Outside engineers either provide their own
car and get a substantial weekly allowance, plus
petrol. or are supplied with a vehicle that they
are able to use privately.

WORKING STOCK
Unless he is in the third category, and therefore has to carry a lot of spares, an outside
engineer's working stock is usually quite limited,
and after many years' contact I have rarely seen
more than the following, nor indeed is more

required:

(a) Very comprehensive selection of valves with

Part 1:
THE

OUTSIDE
ENGINEER

By G.R Wilding

at least duplication of those types that are
most consistently needed. These are PL81,
all forms of r.f. amplifier, PCF80 /30CL,
PCL82 -86, EY86/U26, ECC82 /12AU7, all
types of efficiency diode, PY33, EF183 and
EF184.
Despite their wide usage EF80, EF85
and PL36 valves are comparatively seldom
needed.
(b) Multi -range testmeter.
(c) Miscellaneous collection of wire - wound
resistors. Low value types for bridging o/c
dropper sections and for replacing surge
limiters and higher values for using as l.o.p.
screen feed resistors. Various germanium
diodes for vision and sound detectors, power
rectifiers of the BY100 type, cathode bias
electrolytics and one or two high voltage
electrolitics. Fuses, spare knobs, mains
leads, connectors, and coaxial plugs.
(d) Tools rarely comprise anything more than
the usual small blade and cross -head screwdrivers, side cutters, pliers, plastic trimming
tools and the indispensable electric soldering
iron. There is an increasing tendency to
use the quick -heat type of irons to avoid
time wasting.
Very seldom are service manuals carried, for
the outside man just doesn't have the time to get
down to tricky faults, and in most instances cornpla:nts can be rectified by adjustment, valve
replacement, the re- setting of fine tuner or the
changing of a small component.
Most outside engineers also carry a tin of
proprietory switch cleaner, a tin of the more
recently introduced low-resistance contact lubricants, and possibly a small aerosol "Damp- Start"
for spraying on e.h.t. connections or transformers
that show signs of incipient breakdown or arcing,
particularly for old models that may not merit
expensive replacements.

TYPICAL CALLS
So much for an outline of the job, and now an
uncoloured report on a typical day's service calls,
which in the interests of receiver diversity is that
encountered by an employee of a multiple dealer
rather than that of a national rental organisation,
who may well meet no more than 10 different
models throughout the year.
CALL 1.-MODERN 19in. BUSH: "Uncontrollable contrast on both channels ". As the
receiver gave an almost negative signal with a
roof aerial, the owner was using a room rod aerial,
which gave acceptable results on ITA but was very
grainy on BBC.
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Normally with such symptoms one might conceivably suspect that an a.g.c.- controlled valve was
passing grid current and off -setting the negative
bias, but in this model the a.g.c. bias i5 derived
not from the grid of the sync separator as is the
usual case, but from a twin -diode voltage doubling
arrangement fed via a capacitor from the cathode follower video stage.
We first tested these diodes and found that
the series member was virtually open-circuited.
Replacement restored contrast control but it was
found that great care had to be exercised when
adjusting the push -buttons on Band III or visionon -sound or sound -on- vision developed.
Under the chassis on this model there is a preset sensitivity control of the miniature slider type.
We altered it, to decrease gain, and found that
this completely removed the cross modulation that
produced the effect.

CALL 2. -SLIM REGENTONE 17in. -Complaint "Pale picture ". Sound was normal but
on increasing contrast the picture seemed to fade
into the raster and leave an almost blank screen
on high contrast settings. At first it seemed rather
like a low emission tube, but as raster luminance
was quite bright and there was no tendency to
go negative, tried a new PCF80 video amplifier.
Superb response, with good black and white
picture. Video amplifier had low emission and once
a certain input voltage had been passed, increases
in amplitude could produce no further increase in
anode current and therefore changes in anode
voltage.
F

CALL 3.-MODERN 23ín. PHILIPS -Complaint: "Takes a long time to warm up ". Sound
came through normally but even after removing

back and protective cover around e.h.t. section the
set had still produced no raster. Changed PL81
automatically. Full -sized raster appeared quickly.
Switched off again to re -test when set had cooled
down and checked the coaxial plug which seemed
very loose and hardly touching the braiding.
As suspected, the plug had been re -fitted previously with the insert braid clamp reversed,
resulting in no positive connection to the braid.
On switching on again picture appeared in normal
time, and was re- adjusted for vertical linearity on
Test Card.
CALL 4. SEMI -SLIM RGD -Complaint:
"Normal picture but distorted sound after a few
minutes". Didn't bother to switch on but immediately removed back before switching on. Almost
certainly the sound valve was at fault, drawing
grid current when hot. There were two triode pentode types apparent. both PCL82 and by rocking them in their holders we soon discovered the
function of each, one sound, one frame. After five
minutes, sound was distorted, and the PCL82 valve
concerned was running almost too hot to touch.
Replacement completely cured the complaint,
but as in Call 3 some re- adjustment was necessary
to the various pre -sets and picture shift controls.
Automatically, too, we cleaned the turret tuner
and rocked all receiver valves in their holders to
check if any pins needed scraping. We find this
particularly important with sets that are fairly
dirty and havn't been disturbed for months or
perhaps years.

-

Cleaning valve pins and putting a spot of switch cleaner over the valve -holder if it is of the ceramic
type can work wonders in improving perform ance
and freeing reception of varying contrast and background noise. However care must be exercised
with bakelite valve -holders since most plastics are
susceptible to chemical solvents.

CALL 5.-MODERN 19m. PYE- Complaint:
"No picture ". On test, found severe line tearing
which completely vanished on re- setting line hold
control. Long test showed no other fault. Owner
said she had had the set a couple of years; it
had never gone wrong and apart from switching

on and from station to station, the knobs at the
back had not been disturbed.
Obviously some slight change in either the
ECC82 or PL81 valve characteristics, since they
are connected in a multivibrator arrangement`,
had moved the line locking position. Although line
lock was good and with plenty of tolerance, we
decided to change both the relevant valves and be
quite sure that no further drift would recur.

CALL 6.- MODERN 19ín. EKCO -Complaint : "Picture going light and dark ". Test
showed that the real trouble was blooming of the
picture when brilliance or contrast was advanced
due to a low emission e.h.t. rectifier, but rapid
scene changes could also produce the same effect.
Replaced U26 and normal results were obtained.
CALL 7.-MODERN 19ín. FERGUSONComplaint: "Smell of burning and no picture ".
Inspection of chassis showed three badly b:ir..ed
carbon resistors on printed circuit chassis close
to video amplifier, almost certainly due to internal
s/c in this valve. Unable to check resistor values,
so collected set for workshop attention.
CALL 8.-FAIRLY MODERN 19in. FERGUSON-Complaint: "Violent hum on sound,
with strong hum bars and wildly unstable picture modulation ". Very obviously an o/c smoothing capacitor. Found on connecting a wire -end
32µF electrolytic across one section of the multiple
capacitor can that tolerable results, but with high
hum level, were obtained. We soldered it in temporarily and ordered an exact replacement from
service department. Television combined reservoir/
smoothing electrolytics vary widely in capacitances
and physical dimensions and it is usually essential to obtain the correct replacement for both
correct operation and ease of fitting.
Complaint:
SEMI -SLIM RGD
CALL 9.
"Sound normal but no picture ". Inspection showed
no e.h.t. with the screen of the PL81 glowing
red hot. Obviously while screen voltage was
present, anode voltage was not. Invariably this
is due to the PY81 passing no current due to
internal anode or cathode disconnection. We replaced the PY81, line whistle very soon developed,
and e.h.t. came up. Although the PL81 had been
under strain it appeared to be quite in order,
giving adequate and constant output.
CALL 10.-MODERN 19ín. DUAL- STANDARD BUSH: "Fit u.h f. tuner and check aerial
connection ". The poor aerial connection turned
out to be faulty coaxial aerial outlet on the skirting
board. Fitting the tuner involved only the simplest
of work, no soldering and only one securing screw.

-
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On transferring the roof dipole, plus 5- element
array into the u.h.f. socket, very grainy and
fluttering results were obtained. However, when
we put one end of a meter lead in the u.h.f. aerial
socket, draped it round a curtain eyelet, absolutely
first -class results were obtained. We left the
owner with a small length of plastic wire to fix
behind the set for best results and fasten to
window frame with a couple of staples. The
customer was as much surprised as us in view of
the usual u.h.f. results in the area.
CALL 11. -SEMI -SLIM REGENTONE 17ín.
-Complaint: "Poor picture". Contrast was virtually non -existent and to get a viewable picture
required advancing the brightness setting far
beyond optimum and making all blacks "milky ".
A new PCC84 and PCF80 worked wonders,
although changing the latter altered the fine tuner
setting so that the best tuning point was almost
at one end of the knob's travel.
In any case it is always advisable to adjust fine
tuner setting to peak at the same spot on both
stations, to minimise adjustments on change -over.
Access to the oscillator coil slug, as in most of
these older models is from the front and only
involves removing the channel selector and fine
tuner knobs.
On several of the older models care must be
exercised in case the slug is semi -jammed due to
the sealing compound hardening. in which case it
is easy to turn the whole slug and coil complete so
that one or more of the fine lead-out wires to
the bakelite clip -in mounting may be broken.
Some of the earlier Ferguson and Ekco models
seemed to use a particularly hard -setting sealing
compound and no attempt at re-adjustment could
be made safely without first removing the sealer.
However, altering these particular slugs proved
easy, although it was noticed that the paxolin fine
tuner itself was slightly loose on its spindle. The
real cure is to dismantle the rotor assembly, and
tap the lipped -over spindle end with a light
hammer. Unless this is done very carefully the
paxolin trimmer will split apart, so to avoid taking
chances on an old set, apply a light coating of
really good adhesive; invariably this does the trick.
CALL l2 -GEC 23in. CONSOLETTE -Complaint: "No picture ". Tests showed that the real
cause of the complaint was failure of the line
hold control to quite reach locking point even at
its extreme travel. Normally this would prompt
replacement of the line generator valve, but in
this series of receivers there is an additional line
hold setting control mounted on one of the printed
circuit panels.
The drill is to put the exterior line hold control
to the centre of its movement, then adjust the
internal control until line lock is obtained. Upon
following this action, normal reception was
obtained but with grainy reception, particularly on
ITA. We then changed the PCC89 tuner valve
and increased gain 100% and killed the background noise.
CALL 13. MODERN 19in. HMV-Complaint: "Poor picture shape ". As anticipated, the
complaint referred to poor vertical linearity but
neither replacement of the PCL85 or adjustment
of the linearity controls would completely cure
the base cramping.
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An ohms test of the pentode section cathode
resistor showed it to be 28051 instead of the
stipulated 36052. Replacement completely cured
the non -linearity although it was found necessary
to also replace the PCL85 which obviously had
been somewhat over -run by being under- biased.
Quite often the value changes in cathode bias
resistors are the result of a cumulative action.
Originally the associated valve may have gone
slightly "soft" and passed excessive current, this
then by exceeding the rating of the resistor produces a depreciation in its value, reducing the bias
to further increase valve current.
Furthermore, in practice, service engineers find
that they have to change more resistors in printed
circuit receivers than in conventional wired circuits,
probably due to the fact that close mounting the
resistors on the panels inhibits heat dissipation,
and also conducts heat from neighbouring valves
mounted on the same panel.
It was also noticed in this instance that
results from the roof -mounted aerial seemed very
grainy, and after removing the coaxial plug from
the lead and inserting the central conductor only
into the socket results were immeasurably better.
On contacting the coaxial metal braiding to the
outer ring of the coaxial socket results depreciated,
while contacting the outer braid only to the central
hole in the socket gave very weak results.
Obviously something was wrong with the aerial
installation, probably a short circuit or disconnection inside the aerial junction box, or where a
staple may have pierced the insulation. So we left
the set working on the central conductor only and
arranged for a rigger to check the aerial installation.

QUICK DIAGNOSIS
Well, there you have some representative calls.
In nine of the calls a valve or valves were changed,
in only three instances was it necessary to use a
meter or the soldering iron, while only two separate components were replaced
germanium
a.g.c. diode and the temporary 32µf capacitor.
Possibly the most important attributes for the
outside service engineer is an ability to quickly
diagnose the cause of the fault from the various
valve or component failures that can produce the
symptoms, quickly determine the function of each
valve and identify the various main components,
and assess whether or not the repair can be
expeditiously carried out on the premises.
For instance: consider that quite simple fault
a white horizontal line indicating failure of the
field generator or output stage. Is it the triode
oscillator, the pentode amplifier, scan coils, output
transformer, blocking transformer, height control
or an open circuit feed capacitor? Obviously
when having to devote so little time to each call,
the correct diagnosis of such faults requires no
little skill, a lot of experience and much theoretical
knowledge.
When the job has to be done in a small room
with two young boys wanting to see what's going
on, the chassis is "live", and your shoes are
damp, and the room rod aerial keeps falling down,
you sometimes think that perhaps the "inside
man" is right after all. So next month let's
see what his job looks like.
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FAULTS in television scanning circuits often
prove difficult to diagnose unless an oscilloscope is available for waveform display. This

is particularly true in the case of synchronisation

faults where the malfunction may occur for only
part of the field scanning cycle and may also be
dependent upon picture content.
A typical example of this is "pulling on whites"
when the line sync signal is displaced in time due
to the modifying effect of a dull modulation, or
"white" signal occurring at the end of the previous
scanning line. It may be necessary to select the
triggering time for the oscilloscope timebase very
carefully if the transient malfunction is to be
effectively displayed and studied.
In the case of synchronisation difficulties it is
often not sufficient to apply a standard commercial
oscilloscope to the problem of waveform display,
since in most oscilloscopes the triggering action
for the timebase is dependent simply on the
amplitude of the applied trigger signal. If we
use the television scanning circuit waveform we
wish to display for triggering purposes, then it
will be necessary to ask ourselves if the waveform
will initiate the oscilloscope display sweep at the
correct time to show the malfunction.

All

SYNC SEPARATION
In the receiver, the scanning circuit trigger
signals are derived from composite sync signals
containing line and field pulses of equal amplitude.
This presents a difficulty if we wish to examine
waveforms synchronised to the field cycle since
premature synchronisation of the oscilloscope to
the line pulses can take place.
Our first need is to precede the oscilloscope
trigger input with a sync separator circuit to give
the alternative of field and line sync pulses from
the incoming video signal. Any of the well -known
sync separator circuits used in television receivers
can be adapted for this purpose, two of these are
suggested in Figs. 1 and 2.
The first of these is for valve operation in which
the video signal (capacitively coupled from the
grid of the television c.r.t.) is applied to a limiting
amplifier V1 and conveyed as a positive -going
signal to the grid of V2 C2 and R3 aet as a d.c.
restoration circuit in conjunction with the diode
formed by the grid and cathode of V2. The picture
content is removed by this action and a series Of
rectangular pulses are made available for synchronisation purposes at the anode of V2. To
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LINE SELECTION

by G. K. FAIRFIELD
separate the line from the field signal, when position F of the selection switch is used, a capacitor
C3 is included. This provides an integration of the
output signal which has a more pronounced effect
on the narrower line sync pulses than on the
wider field pulses, as shown in the diagram.
A similar principle is used in the solid-state
sync separator shown in Fig. 2. Here a positive
going video signal is applied to the base of Trl
via R1 and Cl. The transistor is thus effectively
turned off for the duration of the video waveform
and on for the sync pulses. By returning the
collector to earth via load resistance R2 and the
emitter to a positive potential, we are able to
obtain positive going line and field sync pulses
from the collector. These are available directly for
line synchronisation, and via a double diode
clipping and integrating circuit for field synchronisation. An integrated sync waveform is developed
across C3. This capacitance is charged via Dl
and discharged on a longer time -constant via R3.
The field sync pulse will be the most positive
component of the waveform, and diode D2 is
arranged to conduct only during this period to
provide the required field sync pulse.

Instead of triggering the oscilloscope timebase
from any line or field pulse it is often desirable
to trigger from a selected line pulse. This would
be the case where a fault is noticed occurring at
a particular place in the transmission test pattern.
For this purpose it is first necessary to select which
of the two fields is required and then the line it is
intended to sample. Circuits which achieve this
selection and provide a sync pulse at the
appropriate time are called "line selectors" and
are basically variable delay pulse generators.
The operation of these circuits can be understood from Figs. 3 and 4. The first makes use
of a delay circuit which is initiated by the incoming field puise and produces a delay pulse at a
time equivalent to the time displacement of the
required line to be examined from the top of the
picture. This pulse opens a gate and allows the
next sequential line pulse to pass through it to
trigger the oscilloscope timebase. At the same
time this pulse is also used to intensify the brightness of the receiver cathode tube at the line
selected.
As an alternative to the delay circuit a pulse
counter can be used as shown in Fig. 4. Here the
field sync pulse which initiates the raster at the
Lop of the picture, opens gate 1, and allows the
line sync pulses to be applied to the pulse counter
B. This is present to cause an output to be
generated after a given number of pulses have been
applied (and hence scanning lines). This counted
pulse opens gate 2 and allows the next line sync
pulse to pass to the oscilloscope timebase circuit
and c.r.t bright -up circuit.

CHOICE OF CIRCUIT
From the point of view of accuracy of line
selection the counter circuit is to be preferred
since it can be made to operate repeatedly at
exactly the line required. It is. however, a fairly
expensive circuit to construct and will require a
minimum of 8 bi- stable or flip -flop counter circuits
and two gate circuits in addition to the sync
separator circui as described earlier. If we use
a simple counter design involving two transistors
per stage and use diode gating circuits then the
total complement tor this type of unit would nee
some 20 transistors and 4 diodes.
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Fig. 5 (top left)- Monostable delay circuit.
Fig. 6 (bottom /ett)- Waveforms to accompany the mono-

stable delay circuit.
Fig. 7 (above)- Simple gate circuit.
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I propose, therefore, to describe a simpler unit
using a monostable delay circuit, which, although
rather more difficult to set up to select a
particular line, will be much cheaper to construct.
Should any reader be interested to try the counter
circuit I will be pleased to provide details of the
circuits involved.

A PRACTICAL DESIGN
Before a full description of the complete circuit
is given the principal components will be men-

tioned for the benefit of those readers who are
not familiar with delay and gate circuits.
The delay circuit given in Fig. 5 is
known as a "monostable" circuit and is, in fact,
a multivibrator circuit with one of its a.c. couplings
replaced by a d.c. coupling. Its operation is as
follows.
In its quiescent state Tr2 is rendered conductive
by the return of its base resistance R, to the
negative supply line. The collector potential of this
transistor thus assumes a potential very near to
that of the ground potential. Since the bias current
for Trl is derived from a potential divider
connected between the collector of Tr2 and
ground, then little base current flows in Trl and
this remains non-conductive. Its collector potential
therefore becomes very nearly that of the full
supply potential.
If a narrow positive pulse is now applied to the

base of Tr2 via Cl and C, then this transistor is
momentarily cut-off and its collector falls from
near ground potential towards the negative supply
potential. This negative charge is conveyed via
the potential divider R3, R2 to the base of Trl and
turns this transisitor on. When the amplitude of
the trigger pulse falls to zero the conductive states
of the two transistors do not immediately revert
to their original value since the charge stored by
C maintains the cut-off state of Tr2. Reversion
only occurs after the charge stored in C leaks via
R. The waveform available at the collector of Tr2
is therefore a negative going pulse as shown in
Fig. 6 and whose time duration is dependent on
the value of the chosen CR time -constant.
If this output pulse is connected to a similar
monostable circuit via a capacitor then this will
be triggered by the rising edge of the pulse, shown
as (d), and this will ini'iate a new pulse (e),
delayed by time (t) from the initiating pulse (a).
We see from the above that accurate setting of
the delay period is obtained by adjustment of C
and R. The range of delay variation we require
is from 100µS (a delay equal to one scanning line)
to 20 mS (delay equal to one field period or 202
lines). A somewhat greater range is required for
the u.h.f. transm'ssions where 625 lines constitute
the picture raster. This is too great a range to be
obtained by variation of R alone since a positional
accuracy of bP.ter that 0.5% will be required and
a very large gain from Tr2 in the minimum
resistance position. If we split the range into say
five parts and select the value of C accordingly
then the :.nge required for R is not so large and
adjusting this for the particular line selected
becomes much easier.
This arrangement is included in the complete
design given in Fig. 8, which gives suitable
capacitor values to cover the range of delays
required for both 405 and 625 line working. A
second monostable circuit is shown following the
first and this provides a gating signal wide enough
to keep the gate open long enough for the next
line sync pulse to pass and trigger the oscilloscope
timebase.

GATE CIRCUIT
The gate circuit employed is simiar to that used

in digital computer techniques where it is known
as an "AND" gate; i.e. both pulses X and Y must

be present at the same time at the gate inputs
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before a pulse is allowed to pass
through to the output terminal. If
either X or Y are present than the
gate is made non-conductive and
no pulse is conveyed to the output. The operation of this circuit
is described with reference to Fig.
7. The base current bias resistors
R1 and R4 are returned to the
negative supply potential and
ground potential respectively so
that in the quiescent state Trl is
made conductive and Tr2 nonconductive. A common emitter
resistance R2 limits the collector
current flowing in Trl and ensures
that Tr2 is kept non -conductive
even when a negative pulse, Y, is
applied to the base of Tr2.
Before Tr2 can be made to
conduct it is necessary to apply
simultaneously a positive pulse to
the base of Trl and a negative
pulse to the base of Tr2. The
positive pulse serves to cut Trl off
and remove the bias potential
previously developed across R2,
thus permitting the negative pulse
applied to make Tr2 conduct.
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The video signal is coupled from the cathode of
the télevision's c.r.t. and applied to the sync
separator input of Trl (see Fig. 8). The field output pulse is applied to the first monostable input,
Tr2 and, after a delay dependent on the value of
C6 to C10 and setting of R10, passes a pulse to
the second pulse- forming monostable input at
Tr4. The gating pulse from Tr5 is applied as one
input to the "AND" gate formed by Tr6 and Tr7.
The second input comes from the line sync pulse
output of Trl. When both pulses are present then
a pulse is produced at the collector of Tr7 and
can be used for triggering the display oscilloscope
and brighten the trace at the selected line.
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CONSTRUCTION AND POWER
SUPPLIES
There are no special features employed in the
construction of this line sync selector. All the
components can be mounted on a strip of paxolin
material (Veroboard is ideal for this purpose
having copper strips bonded to the board to which
components can be soldered).
The power supply requirements are only a few
milliamps from a +12 volt and a -9 volt supply;
allowing the batteries to be included in a small
metal box containing the transistor circuit board.
A suggested layout is given in Fig. 9.
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Receivers
No. 130 - BUSH TV80 continued

Line Hold
If

line hold

the

will not lock the picture
horizontally attention should be directed to the
PCF80 and the 1.2MS/ resistor from the hold
control to pin 9.

No E.H.T.
If the line whistle is audible and the e.h.t. to
the EY51 anode seems adequate the heater of the
EY51 will probably be o.c. and a new valve will
probably restore normal conditions. Where the

by

L.

Lawry -Johns

whistle is absent but starts up when the top cap
of the PY81 is removed immediately suspect the
0.1µF boost line capacitor.

No Picture
It the line whistle is audible and e.h.t. is present
but no raster can be resolved when the brilliance
is advanced check the first anode supply to pin 10
of the c.r.t. base. This will often be found absent
due to the 20F electrolytic (500V) shorting to
chassis. Disconnecting the capacitor will prove the
point but the resulting raster will be unevenly
illuminated.
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4- Underside view of chassis.
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If the first anode voltage is present at pin 10
(over 400V depending upon the meter used) check
the setting of the ion trap magnet, the voltage to
pin 2 which should vary from zero up to h.t. as
the brilliance is operated, and the heater voltage
across pins 1 and 12.
Pin 1 connects to chassis and therefore pin 12
should stand at about 6V. A low voltage here will
normally denote a partially shorted heater which
may respond to a sharp tap with the handle of a
screwdriver, perhaps restoring normal conditions
at least for a brief period.

Distorted Field Scan
The field oscillator- output valve is a PCL82 and
fault in this valve or its associated circuitry may
produce one or more of the following symptoms.
250µF
PCL82,
compression -check
Bottom
electrolytic cathode capacitor, 36052 bias resistor,
a

feed capacitor, 0.015µF and 0.02µF
foldover-check
Bottom
linearity capacitors.
PCL82, 0.21,(F coupling capacitor (pin 9 to height
control circuit), and above mentioned components.
50r1F h.t.

Lack

of Height

This assumes even loss of height top and bottom.
The PCL82 is not likely to be at fault. The
suspect is the 820kS2 to pin 9. This resistor can
go high ", more often in fact than the 330kí1
which is in series with the height control. There
are other possibilities but this shows the different
line of "attack" to be employed when the
symptoms are different.

No Field Scan
A narrow white line across the screen. First turn
the brilliance down to avoid burning a line across
tt-r. tube face. Check the PCL82 and its base
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trifle illusive check the 2.2Mf2 resistor to pin 3,
particularly if the line hold is critical.
a

C48

C45

Sound Troubles

R35

DönOfl

R34

I

L25

Starting from the condition of no sound; check
the PCL82 audio output if there is no sound of
any kind from the loudspeaker. Also check the
continuity of sound output transformer and of
course make sure the loudspeaker is connected!
Distorted sound can also be due to a faulty PCL82
or a leaky 0.01µF coupling capacitor (pin 9 to pin
3). If the distortion varies with the signal strength
check the 1M12 load resistor of the 0A81 noise
limiter diode. Check loudspeaker cone for free
movement as heat can distort the speech coil.
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voltages. If normal h.t. is at pin 7 but very little
at pin 6 the indication is that the irritating job of
replacing the field output transformer is more than
a distinct possibility. If there is no voltage at pin
6 or 7, check back to the 15012 h.t. feed resistor
and if this is o.c. check the 50µF for shorts before
replacing. If the line is very faint and this at
maximum brilliance check the boost line supply
at pin 10 of the c.r.t. base and the 2µF 500V if
this is absent.

Adjustments
Focus: Pin 6 is the focus electrode pin and the
lead from this can be connected pin 1, 9 or 10 for

optimum results.
Sensitivity: Quite often cross modulation, vision
on sound etc. is only due to the sensitivity plugs
being incorrectly selected. There are two plugs
and four sockets, a plug and pair of sockets for
each band. Switch to BBC select the white lead
plug and plug into the local socket, if the picture
is clear and free of grain leave it there. The distant
socket should only be used in fringe areas. Repeat
with the pink lead with an ITA button selected.
The idea is to get a grain free picture without a
vision buzz upsetting the sound.
Width: Disconnect the supply before removing
the width plug and resetting it.
Line Linearity: There is a closed loop linearity
sleeve on the neck of the tube. Leave this projecting about #in. from the deflection coils. Pushing
it in too far may cause overheating of the
deflection coils.
Tilt: Slacken the 4BA brass screw on the
moulded ring of the coils. Rotate the assembly
to straighten the picture and tighten up.
Centring: The centring magnet is on the tube
neck close up to the deflection coils. Don't bring
it back too far or it will interfere with the ion
trap magnet and affect the brilliance. It has a
clamp which will rotate the whole device and a
separate adjustment allows the magnet itself to be
rotated to centre the picture correctly on the
screen.

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS
JANUARY ISSUE

Field Hold
If the picture
end of its travel
control to pin
accompanied by
and the 0.01µF

is rolling with the control at the
check the 1.5M12 resistor from the
1
of the PCL82 valve base. If
field distortion check the PCL82
(also to pin 1).

REMOTE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
TAPE RECORDER CONTROL UNIT

INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER -2
SPECIAL SER /ES

Poor Sync

THE ELECTRONIC ORGAN -2

If the picture rolls up and down without a
positive locking point check the 0A81 interlace
diode and associated components. If the effect is
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Part VII
TO understand the operation of this pulse
generator the reader will need some knowledge
of pulse circuits and, in particular, multi vibrators. In this pulse generator, examples of all
three types of multivibrators are to be found.
The most simple of these types is the free-running
astable, as used in the divider chain in Fig. 35.
This is similar to the type used in the simple
pulse generator shown in the first article of this
series.
The multivibrator runs free at a
particular frequency or can be locked to another
frequency as in the divide by 405 line or divide
by 625 line circuits. Here the astable circuits
run at about one -fifth of the frequency of the
input pulses which trigger the multivibrator so
that it runs at exactly one -fifth of the speed. The
exact division ratio is set to the values shown in
Fig. 35 by adjustment of the pre -set potentiometers.
With three or four of these multivibrators in
series the complete circuit will divide by 405 or
5

-ve
47kR
100
pF

47pF

47k11

15k11

1

_

*

1.5kR

*

3.9kí1

2.2k11

O/P

100
pF

From
M.O.

0.05}JF
2.2k1

10k11

4.7kí

0.5NF

3.9kí

22kí1

3.9k11

2NF

3.9kf1

22k11

I-ve

* 3kf
potentiometers between
and 5kfl depending
on

availability

All transistors 0C44
or equivalents

47pF
Fig.

-A

Fig.

35b-Similar

625 divider
35e
multi showing astable
vibrator circuitry.

CSI
From
M.O.

for
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625 as required. A variation on this astable circuit
is used in the master oscillator circuit to be

described later.
The next type of circuit is the monostable multi vibrator circuit (Fig. 36). This multivibrator
has one stable and one unstable state. The stable
state is with Trl conducting and Tr2 cut off. If
a negative going input pulse is received on the base
of Tr2 it starts this transistor conducting, so its
collector, and hence the base of Tr2, goes positive,
so that Trl cuts off and its collector goes negative,
driving Tr2 on harder. Capacitor C discharges
through resistor R and after a delay the voltage
at the base of Tr2 is positive enough to start to
bias Tr2 off, which results in a negative rise at

collector loads will determine which transistor will
conduct. The speed -up capacitors (200pF, shown
dotted) may be required with certain transistors.
This circuit is used to produce field gating
waveforms from the field divider. It is also used
in its divide by two mode.
Other circuits used in the pulse generator are
"Gates," emitter followers and a combined clipper
and emitter follower. Gates, Fig 38, are used to
combine input signals in various manners to
produce one output signal; there are four main
types, those accepting positive or those accepting
negative impulses, `AND' gates and 'OR' gates. In
this pulse generator all inputs are triggered by
negative going pulses. The delay circuits use the

Trigger
pulses
In

Approximate period
µS or lines

1

1.5-3.2

68

-65

120

Unstable
state

4.7

(pF)

8.0- 12.0

ve

0/P
Stable
state

-

-Fy e

0/P

36- Circuitry and waveforms of

he monostable multivibrator.

the collector and hence the base of Trl, and the
circuit returns to its stable state. This state
continues until another pulse is received at the
input.
The output waveforms are shown in
Fig. 36.
This circuit produces an output pulse of
controllable
length
(varying
resistor R) when a trigger pulse
is applied to the input. If the
trailing edge of the output pulse
is used to trigger another circuit,
this will occur after variable
delay. Using this circuit one can
obtain pulses of the correct width,
or delay a trigger by a variable
time.
The last multivibrator circuit is
the bistable circuit shown in Fig.
37. This circuit has two stable
states as it can remain with Trl
or Tr2 conducting with the other
transisor cut off for an indefinite
period. If Trl is conducting and
a trigger is applied to the input,
Dl_ conducts and passes this pulse on to Trl,
which is then cut off. Tr2 is turned on by this
action and this state continues until another
negative pulse is received, which will pass through
D2 rather than Dl and, in a similar manner turn
off Tr2.

Here, then, is a circuit where an input pulse
changes its state, hence the delay produces one
output pulse for two input pulses. This circuit
is symmetrical so in theory either transistor may
conduct when switching on. Adjustment of the

Table

200

17.6

4

Fig.

Value of C

MV type
no.

330

lines (106)

8,200

7; linea (625)

10,000

4

7

14

lines (405)

33,000

7

20

linen (625)

33,000

I-Details of the values of C (Fig. 36).
See text for use.

negative going trailing edge of the positive going
pulses after differentiation. Hence all gates are
negative. 'OR' gates produce an output when the
first input OR the second input OR the third
input, etc., is negative. `AND' gates, however,
only produce an output when the first input AND

mm
Input signal

Output

Other output

-A binary counter. See text for information on capacitors

Fig. 37

shown dotted.

the second input AND the third input are
negative. The `AND' gates are used to control the
flow of pulses from the pulse generators.
Emitter followers are used to buffer one stage
from following stages. The high input impedance
and low output impedance reduce the loading on
the previous stage, especially where several stages
are to be fed. By limiting the current through
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an emitter follower used as an output stage, the
output signal is arranged to bottom and by
adjusting the bias, the circuit could be made to
cut off when no pulse occurs. This clipping action
removes spurious spikes and interference from
other stages, hence cleaning up the output pulses.
The block schematic of the pulse generators is
the version as used by the author but it must be
emphasized that, due to variations in transistors,
and hence output impedances and voltages, it may

Input 1
Input 2

Input 3

(a)
Input from Binary

(c)
Fig. 38a- Negative AND' gate with two inputs. Fig. 38b -Negative OR gate with three inputs. Fig. 38c-Gate circuits in the
field gating section.

be necessary to add amplifier /clipper stages or
emitter followers, if one stage affects another stage.
Having discussed the building blocks of a pulse
generator, let us discuss what the pulse generator
must generate (Fig. 40). These waveforms are the
standard television waveforms so in most respects
this pulse generator is of professional quality.
The block schematic diagram (Figs. 42 and 44
for the two types of pulse generator) shows the
functions of each part of the circuit. As may be
imagined a complete circuit diagram would take
up far too much room to reproduce satisfactorily
here. The letter by each block refers to the text
numbers in the blocks of each multivibrator
(monostable unless stated) refer to the Table I
Fig. 36. The exact period of each multivibrator
of output from the multi- vibrator is as shown in
Fig. 36. The exact period of each multi -vibrator
is set by adjustment of R to the time shown in
the block. The times against the inter-connections
are relative to the start of line syncs. (as in Fig.
40) and the frequency is indicated by line
frequency (LF) or twice line frequency (2LF)
or Soc /s for field frequencies.
As will be appreciated, the timing and synchronisation of the various pulses is very important.
Any old circuit lashed up just will not perform

satisfactorily. Since the frequency stability is a
vital factor then the answer lies in an oscillator
whose frequency is determined by a stable quartz
crystal.
The master oscillator, which is shown in detail
in Fig. 41, is an astable multivibrator triggered
by a crystal oscillator or controlled by a d.c.
voltage. This d.c. voltage is an error signal and
used to pull the pulse generator into lock with the
mains frequency (mains lock) or to lock it to an
incoming video signal (genlock).
These points will be dealt with
in a later article, but for the
present, crystal operation is satisfactory. The crystal should be an
exact multiple of 20,250c/s (405
lines) or 31,250c/s (625 lines), the
most popular ones being the X 5
(101 25kc/s) for 405 lines and the
X 4 crystal (125.00kc/s) for 625
47kg
lines.
The exact choice well
depend on availability and price.
The master oscillator multivibrator
is set to divide by the correct ratio
(b)
to give the above master oscillator
output frequencies. This is per-9v formed by adjusting the bias to
the bases. Twice line frequency
outputs are used as the broad
pulses and equalising pulses are at
this frequency.
As the 405 line and 625 line
pulse generators are different in
many respects, they will be
described separately. The 405 line
operation is fundamentally simpler
so the 625 line operation will be
covered.
Ov
In Fig. 42, twice line frequency
pulses from the master oscillator
(A) feed a 4.7 micro -second multi vibrator (B). This produces a
broad pulse, the leading edge of
which is earliest with respect to start of line syncs.
These pulses are controlled by Gate (C).
The next timing required is the start of line
drives and line blanking at -1.5 micro-seconds
relative to line sync start. A 3.2 micro- second
delay (D), followed by an emitter follower (E),
produces pulses at this time which feed another
delay (F) of 1.5 micro- seconds. This is followed
by an equalising pulse generator (G), which

Ov

OV

(a)Fig.

39- Emitter
and

ollower circuitry,

a

(b)
as a

buffer stage,

b as an output stage and clipper.

produces 2.3 micro-second pulses controlled by
Gate (H).
The -1.5 micro -second triggers from emitter
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line périod

later

40a- (left) Waveforms of
the 625 line pulses showing
timings.
Fig.

¡F 2.3yá

+2.325

Equalising
pulses

-4.7uS

Fig. 40b- (below) Waveforms
and timings of the 405 line
pulses.

Broad

pulses

;-1

-4.7ySr

-1sus

Line
blanking

Line frequency_]5.525kc(s
Line period

-15uS
Line

drive

e
.

Sync pulses

frequency _500s
20mS

Field
sn
wises

Equal

Field period

Equalising

pulses

-{ Broad pulses
Mixed blank nc

LryncSp1es

^i
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Field blanking period

Field drive

20 lines

J

Line blanking

7%2 lines

lines

312

¡ +9IS
Line sync pulses
10yS

Q

Broad pulses

-15uS
Line blanking pulse

-i5y5

tr+65yS

-

Line drive pulses

-4 --{
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I
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I
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4
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I

r
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Field blanking pulse

Field drive

-j
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line period of gate multivibrator (Z) is
adjusted to be very slightly less than 71- lines so
that no spurious pulse occurs in gating
waveform 1.
The gating waveform 1 consists of a 21 line
negative pulse 22 lines after the start of field
syncs. This will allow 5 broad pulses through
gate C. Gating waveform 2 consists of 11c /s of
a square wave consisting of 22 lines negative,
22 lines positive, and 22 lines negative, controlhng the equalising pulses at gate H. Gating waveform 2 allows 5 equalising pulses through gate H
and then cuts off these pulses as
Emitter follower
Astable MV
Xtal oscillator
it goes positive, when gating waveform 1 allows 5 broad pulses
through gate C. As gating waveform 2 goes negative again it
allows the final 5 equalising
pulses through gate H to complete the field sync period. Line
syncs are interrupted in this
P period
by gating waveform 3,
which is the positive output of
field drive generator (Z). All
gating waveforms occur once per
field. The output of the binary
changes its state each time it
receives a trigger. The output of
the first divider, however, is 125
triggers per field period, so the
Values in brackets refer to 405 line standard
state of the binary will be wrong.
To avoid this, an extra pulse (the
Fig. 41 -The master oscillator circuit. The exact frequency of the crystal is discussed
in the text.
trailing edge of field blanking, in
fact) is used to make up the
the field divider. The outputs of these gates triggers to 126, thus ensuring that the binary is
are combined in the negative `OR' gate (P) and
in its correct state at the start of the field sync
period. Exact timing of the field blanking is not
are fed to the output emitter follower and clipper
very critical so adjust multi- vibrator (W) to give
(Q) to produce mixed syncs, the most complex
reliable re- setting of the binary.
waveform required, the reader will be relieved
to hear.
The 405 line pulse generator (Fig. 44) is similar
The -1.5 line frequency pulses out of the in basic design to the 625 line pulse generator,
emitter follower (K) are also fed to the line drive
the difference being in the timing of the different
multivibrator (R) with a 6.5 micro -second mixed sync circuitry. Here only 4 lines of broad
period, followed by output emitter follower and
pulses comprise field syncs, and these are gated
clipper (S). Line blanking pulses are similarly
by the field drive waveform. Except for the
generated in multi- vibrator (T) (12 micro-second
timings, the rest of the circuits perform a similar
period).
function to the 625 version, so similar circuit
rest
of
the
field
blanking
pulses,
like
the
Field
blocks are marked with the same letters as
waveforms, are obtained via the main field
Fig. 42.
divider (U). which divides by 625 to give a
Power for all the circuits is stabilised and
50c /s output which is buffered by emitter
reduced to 9 volts by the stabiliser circuit in
follower (V). This output triggers multi- vibrator
Fig. 45. A Zener diode stabilises the base of
(W), the field blanking generator, whose period
an 0081 whose emitter sets to the voltage on
This output is now the base. This arrangement allows the pulse
is set to be 20 lines.
combined with line blanking in the negative OR
generator to be run off the station 12 volt supply
gate (X) and fed to emitter follower and clipper
(or a 12 volt car battery for mobile use).
(Y) to produce mixed blanking. The 50c /s output
Construction of the pulse generator is quite
of the divider and the emitter follower (V) also
simple
provided that each individual part is built
feeds the field drive generator (Z) of period 71
before proceeding. Obviously, then,
and
tested
in
emitter
lines. The field drives are clipped
the master oscillator should be built first and its
clipper
(a).
follower and
operation checked; next the field divider and
gating waveform circuits. The delays, waveform
Waveforms
Gating
generators and output stages then follow.
As can be seen in the photograph published
Multivibrator (Z) is also used to generate the
gating waveforms discussed earlier. These are previously, the pulse generator was constructed
generated by taking an output from the first on Veroboard supported vertically on top of a
large Eddystone box containing the power supply.
divider (see Fig. 35) which is fed to a binary
This As the layout of the pulse generator is not
counter (c) via emitter follower (b).
critical, no more constructional details should
produces the waveform as in Fig. 43 where the
gating process is shown in greater detail. The be needed, except to suggest that earth and h.t.

follower (E) are also fed to a binary counter (J)
which produces one output for two input
triggers, hence the output pulses are at line
frequency. These line frequency pulses are fed
via emitter follower (K) to the line sync chain.
This consists of another 1.5 micro -second delay
(L), followed by the line sync generator (M)
with a 4.7 micro -second period and the usual
control gate (N). Suitable waveforms are applied
to the gates (C), (H) and (N), which allow the
pulses through when the gating waveforms are
negative.
These waveforms are generated by

72
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42- (above) Block schematic of the 625 line, pulse
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Fig 43- (below) Block schematic diagram of the field gating
circuits.
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Fig. 44 -Block schematic diagram of the 405 line pulse generating system

rails are placed five strips apart and the strips
in between are used as interconnections and
supports for various components.
A future
project is to rebuild the pulse generator on to
Veroboard circuit cards which will be slotted into
a 19ín. rack. This rack will also contain a vision
mixer, distribution amplifier and similar cards.
The rack construction provides a simple method
of mounting transistorised apparatus in modules.
Several makes of card and racks are available
but the author can recommend equipment made
by Vero Electronics Limited.
Although this is not the cheapest rack
assembly, they are very flexible in use. For
example, the user can obtain a case (the Alton)
which carries the whole rack, giving protection
for exhibition or outside broadcast use. The
pulse generator cards can be slotted into a
smaller case carrying its own power supply to
provide a small portable pulse generator for use
in a simple camera set -up. Any further details
which may be needed can be obtained from Vero
Electronics Limited, Industrial Estate, Chandlers
Ford, Eastleigh, Hants.
Three cards are to be used, one with master
oscillator, mains lock and genlock (to be
described), another carrying main divider, gating
circuits and delay circuits, and a third, pulse
generators and output stages.
Controls for
genlock and mains lock are to be mounted
externally on a control panel.

Setting Up
A double beam 'scope is extremely useful for
setting up pulse generator circuitry as the
relationship between the input triggers and the
output can be viewed simultaneously. However,
some indication can be seen on an ordinary 'scope
by removing the earth lead to the 'scope or the
power supply and connecting the earthy input
lead to the output of a second circuit; the 'scope

-9v

-12v
5611

Pilot light
6 volt
O.06 amp,
bulb

VR98

or
0A207

Fig.

45- Suggested

circuit for

a

power supply stabilizer

then displays the difference between two inputs.
Alternatively, the circuit under test can be run
off a battery. The delay of each multivibrator
should be set to clip at an amplitude of 2 volts
across the output when loaded with a 75f2
terminating resistor. Broad pulse width, Delays
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telecine machines or cinema projectors. The output of the new
device fed into all- transistor
amplifiers has, it is claimed, outpaced conventional methods of
optical sound reproduction.
Well, we will see-or rather,'
hear! Excellent sound can be
reproduced from film by magnetic
methods, with fine dynamic range
and a complete absence of the
clipping of the first modulations
of transients; due to the quiescent
effect of ground noise reduction
shutters or biassed light-valves
on all optical track film sound
recorders.
Still, if "PFET"
halves the cost of release prints
and still maintains good sound
quality over the entire range of
audible frequencies, it will be a
big step forward.

-that

Cotton Cereal
Corn
In an age when 405 or 625
figures on television tend to look
the same, be they M.P.s, disc
jockeys, pop groups or band
leaders, let us hail a genuine
British character, Billy Cotton.
I can remember when Billy
Cotton took part in motor racing
on the great Brooklands track,
Weybridge. No doubt his "Wakey
Wakey!" catch - phrase was
developed over the roar of his
Amilcar's engine as he arrived
at the repair pits for a wheel
change! Proud of his "square"
routines, Billy Cotton is still
batting with over 150 television
THE British television com- shows on the scoreboard in the
panies plus a large numbs BBC's Top Brass Pavilion. What
of film organizations who is more, his 150th show was
have interests in both the c:nerna transmitted LIVE -which shows
and television fields, were cau- that the viewing public still likes
tiously progressing with plans corn, as long as it's rich, crisp
for adopting a British standard and it crackles.
for magnetic stripe on 35mm.
Many of Bill's discoveries were
film, when -wham! -news came on this special edition, including
of another advance with optical Russ
and Jimmy
Conway
sound tracks. I refer to the new Edwards, once again "covered"
photographic sound track system after his exploits as Mr. Jorrocks,
called "PFET ".
M.F.H. Here's to the 200th,
This idea was developed for Bill!
the U.S.A.'s National Aeronautical Space Administration Unfair to Paper -backs
and forms an integral part of
theatre
Our
avant - garde
the space satellite used for transmitting pictures from the moon. directors are having a field day
PFET stands for the photosensi- with free publicity with their
tive field effect transistor sound " let's -be- beastly -to- the - critics "
pickup, which now supersedes line. Whilst IcoNos has no
the previously used phototran- pretensions to make learned
sistors as well as so-called solar remarks or observations that can
be quoted on billboards outside
cells.
The first tests with the Pt +. l' West -End Theatres -he is a
photo pick -up indicated a signal critic: but so is everyone!
The theatre, in its broadest
to noise ratio of about 90dB,
which is at least twice as good sense, has since time immemorial
tried
to shock an audience. From
as that of the best photoelectric
cells used for sound play -off in the earliest Greek tragedies.

¡HE DIPOLE

-
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through the drama and comedy
of the Elizabethans, to the cruelty
of the Jacobean and Hanoverian
eras which led to an inversion
when the great Grimaldi got
laughs with a red hot poker!
More recently was seen Edward
Bond's "Saved" with its stoning
of a baby in a pram by "beatnik"
yobs.
With the growth of the subsidised theatre in London and a
few provincial towns, directors
have a right to shock -but have
they the right to insult their
critics? No doubt the paperback publishing barons will join
the queue for Jennie Lee's (M.P.)
cultural subsidies and financial
aids for the live theatre via the
Arts Council; after all, what's
sauce for the goose is sauce for
the gander. And why shouldn't
the purveyors of erotica on
television (alas! mainly BBC
drama) take a bigger slice of the
£6 television licence fee (when
it comes). Why should a voyeur
read, when all he has to do is to
look!
Taxpayers have the right to
grumble when they realise that
the Arts Council appear to give
subsidies which assist political
propaganda as well as 'porno-

graphy".

Bentine and Bennett
Years ago on the music hall
stage there was an act called
"Mr. Hymack" who specialised
trick
in
using complicated
"props" such as ties that whizzed
round and changed colour,
luggage which performed peculiarly on the platform of a weird
railway station, "Missit Junction ".
For years he kept on introducing
new props, even more astonishing, but then suddenly, he all
but vanished from the halls. The
reason? His props had all been
made by one man, a brilliant
craftsman and inventor, and he
had died. So as the act, "Mr.
Hymack", had prided itself on
its newness it was doomed.
Michael Bentine uses involved
props, but he is not reliant on
them alone -they gild his art.
In "All Square" on ITV, Bentine
has the fullest scope for his
gadgetry comedy. My favourite
episode in this series included
" Englishman's
wonderful
a
Castle " sketch complete with
an Inland Revenue Task Force
with a fire engine hosing out the
noble Lord Bentine and his serfs.
The garage sketch with the
accent on slapstick with oil and
paint was in the classic vein of
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Laurel and Hardy's "Selling a to television makers-or should
Christmas Tree".
it be the other way round? At
So many words have been any rate, television programm.3
written about satire and most are becoming more valuable in
have linked the word with the the world TV market if they are
famous revue `Beyond the on 35mm film and preferably
Fringe". The original cast of colour film. It therefore seemed
this show have all gone on to perfectly
normal
for
the
further achievements, notably Technical Sub-Committee of the
Dudley Moore and Peter Cook, Independent Television Comwho have made a considerable panies Association to hold one of
niche for themselves with their its routine meetings in the Boardtelevision series, whilst Jonathan room of Pinewood Studios. It
Miller has concentrated on the was the first one of its kind and
other side of the camera as a therefore an historic occasion,
director. For me, it was the which the General Manager, Mr.
fourth member of the quartet "Kip" Herren, saluted by enterwho was the true satirist -Alan taining the whole committee to
Bennett, almost unsung by the lunch and a conducted tour of
general public. But when I saw the splendid new dual purpose
"Fringe" in the final week, and stages, with television lighting
this was the third time I'd seen grids, television floors, control
it, it was the Bennett sketch rooms, radio mikes, etc., etc.
material which retained
the SLitable for feature films for the
greatest freshness, the bite-and cinema or for television, both in
yet the underlying sympathetic black and white and in colour,
vein of true satire.
with arc lamps or with incan"On the Margin" is Bennett's descent tungstens, with back
new TV series, which arries projection or with travelling
with it the hallmark of Bennett matte, the complex was seen to
humour, careful observation and set a new standard by amalgaclear writing. What a contrast mating the best of both worlds.
between the Bennett and Bentine Chief Engineers or their represhows and the Des O'Connor sentatives from Grampian, Scotshow, surely one of the most tish, Tyne Tees, Ulster, Border,
puerile so-called "comedy" shows Granada, ABC, ATV, Anglia,
to be seen on television anywhere. Southern, TWW, Rediffusion and
Westward attended, with Bernard
Marsden, Chief Engineer of ATV
Films and Television
in the chair and the Secretariat
Film makers are growing closer of the ITCA in attendance.

'

IDEAS FOR AMATEUR TV
-continued from page

Cut the Cackle
The highest honour that can
come to a performer is to appear
in the Royal Variety Performance.
The proceeds from this Gala
Show maintain the Brinsworth
Home for Variety Artists at
Twickenham, and with the advent
of video-taping and tele- record-

ing, the fund has been able to
help even more of the old -time
variety performers. The 1966
Royal Show on BBC - TV had
plenty of stars, but once again
it underlined the need for
specialised material for use on
the two mediums -the real live
show and the recorded TV show.
The comics that scored the
greatest success were Frankie
Howerd and Morecambe and
Wise-both
to
acts
stuck
variations of scripts that were
tried and trusted. It contrasted
so
much with the syrupy
mutterings of many of the other
talking and singing acts with
their arch- modesty of the honour
of being in the show, and coy
tales of jet journeys from the
four corners of the earth. So,
Mr. Delfont, next year tell 'em
to cut the cackle and get on with
the show.
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(D), (F) and (L) should be checked to ensure
that the negative going pulse edge of mixed
syncs always occurs at the same time whether
line sync pulses, equalising pulses rr broad
pulses. This is because line timebases trigger
off this edge and any variation would tend to
upset this action. Most other timings are not so
critical. Failure of a circuit to perform correctly
may be due to interaction between circuits, and
an emitter follower used as a buffer stage should
be tried.
Many members of the B.A.T.C. obtain bulk
orders for the transistors used in the pulse
generator (approximately 50).
These can be
obtained from various sources in orders of several
thousand, and are then sold at very low prices.
For example, the author's transistors are
unmarked but are, in fact, similar to XA131's,
yet the cost was about 6d. each when bought in
large quantities.
All the transistors except
the output transistors (2G103's) are 0C44
equivalents. Almost any type of diode seems to
work satisfactorily in the circuits, so the very cheap
types found on the surplus market can be safely
recommended.

FEBRUARY ISSUE
SHORT WAVE PRESELECTOR

Hot up your receiver with this 2 -stage
preselector. Continuously tunable over
14- 30Mc /s, it takes in 10, 15 and 20m
Ham bands.
THE HOME WORKSHOP

An article for the beginner on how to set
out his space and equipment before

actually beginning to build his own.
WIDE RANGE SIGNAL GENERATOR
Covers 95kc /s to 85Mc /s in 6 switched
bands. Has c.w., modulated c.w., and
audio outputs.
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LETTERS
TO THE

J EDITOR
A VIEW ON COLOUR TELEVISION
would like, if I may, to put an ordinary
SIR,person's
point of view regarding colour
television.
It would seem that the BBC has been committed
to using 625 lines u.h.f. to provide this service.
Judging by the signal strength here in Petersfield
for black- and -white, we shall be condemned to
watch b and w for ever. I do not think the gain
in definition provided by 625 lines even in a good
area from what I have seen, is much gain over a
good 405 -line receiver.
Having also been in the photographic trade for
some years, I know from experience that the
general public will certainly accept the 405 -line
picture in colour. The line structure will not be
noticeable with the colour information added.
Incidentally, I watched the BBC's last
experimental colour transmissions in black-andwhite from the London transmitter all the way
down here with a single dipole and had much
better signal strength than the u.h.f. signal from
the Isle of Wight.
All m all I think it would be advisable to let
both companies do colour for 3 or 4 hours a
day on the existing channels, leaving the BBC to
sort out 625 -line black- and -white at their leisure,
if they still wish to persist with building about
300 transmitters at enormous cost to the country.
If we must have two channels, move the armed
forces, etc., out of the top half of band 3 for the
extra space.
With reference to the colour tests that I received
here on 405. The picture was perfectly compatible
and when the colour information was added, the
picture quality was even better.-D. GOODALL
(Petersfield, Hampshire).

-I

ANYONE HELP?
any readers have

-If
SIR,1966,

a copy of the February,
issue of PRACTICAL TELEVISION they do
not want, would they please send it to me. I am
willing to pay all expenses, etc. -G. GRIFFIN (23
Tully Street, Whyalla, West, South Australia).

A USEFUL HINT
is possible that other readers may be
SIR,interested
in the following information.
Two years ago I fitted a 23ín. c.r.t. to an
Ekco 311 chassis and the only modification
necessary was to fit 110° scancoils designed for
use on an Ekco 344. I have perfect field and line
scan and although the flywheel sync is absent on
this model, I get perfect fringe reception and
I was also fortunate to
trouble -free viewing.
obtain a surplus console cabinet.-G. MULVIHILL
(Wicklow, Ireland).

-It

SPECIAL NOTE: Will readers please note that we
are unable to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of
ex- Government apparatus, or of proprietary makes
of commercial receivers. We regret that we are also

unable to publish letters from readers seeking a source
of supply of such apparatus.
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed

by his correspondents.

ATTEMPTED CONVERSION
SIR,
am attempting a 625 -line switchable
conversion on a Pam 800 (similar to a Pye
210) with a Pye -Ekco 625 Converter Unit, type
AE01603. I would be grateful to hear from any
readers who have accomplished such a conversion,
especially for line output stage.-W. L. WILLIAMS
(40 Glasslyn Road, Crouch End, London, N.8).

-I

OLYMPIC ISSUES
-Could any reader please sell or loan me
SIR,
the April, May, June, July and August 1965
issues of PRACTICAL TELEVISION concerning the
Olympic II. I am willing to copy and return any
issue lent to me. -J. T. STOCKDALE (2 Highfield
Drive, Longridge, Preston, Lancashire).
A POINT OF VIEW
is always welcome but sometimes
Iconos oversteps this mark and reveals an
amazing lack of knowledge of TV techniques and
problems.
In the October issue of PRACTICAL TELEVISION
he levels criticism at the BBC for poor make-up,
wardrobe, lighting, unnatural poses, etc.

.SIR,-Criticism

Firstly, the "pseudo -withit" directors frequently
work for ITV then transfer to BBC and vice
versa, so this point cannot presumably be the
reason for "Especially those from the BBC ".
Secondly, the lighting problem mentioned is not
one of which the experts need to be reminded.
TV unlike film is necessarily a compromise. Shot
follows shot without pauses for relighting. The
height of lamps is not usually the problem. The
angle of illumination is the important factor. If
the angle is at the optimum, however, shadows of
the. camera can be caused on close -ups. Lamps
attached to cameras have been used for many
years in TV. 500W lamps on the tops of the
cameras introduce further difficulties, increasing
the camera height and making camera shadows on
close -ups much more likely. Moving cameras with
headlamps on the tops can cause endless frustration
for boom operators, which incidentally, is my
profession. Lamps mounted each side and slightly
below the lens avoid these problems but the results
are unnatural. Perhaps Iconos should consult
M. D. Benedict in the same issue on the subject of
lighting.
Wide anele lenses are not normally used for
close -ups, but a track from a long shot to a closeup demands a wide lens to avoid visible camera
shake (we cannot use rails in TV).
Finally, may I say that my years of service may
not match those of Iconos, but my work for the
Corporation began in radio, so perhaps we may
have something in common. -Name and Address
supplied.
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Your
Whilst we are a /ways pleased to assist readers with their technical
difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply diagrams or provide
,nstructions for modifying surplus equipment. We cannot supply
alternative details for constructional articles which appear in these
pages. WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER
THE TELEPHONE. The coupon from page 188 must be attached to
all Queries, and a stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed

EKCO T2317
At switch-on the set behaves quite normally,
the sound signal starts to build up and then as
the line timebase comes into operation the sound
vanishes and an only partially controllable raster
appears. As this happens, the video anode voltage
drops by some 30V. After this, the picture and
sound appear very briefly from time to time. -L.
Newman (Oxford).
This symptom could be caused by instability in
the vision stages.
The oscillatory signal so
produced would be rectified by the vision detector
and overdrive the video amplifier, causing its
overheating. The vision and possibly the sound
would be affected. Check the i.f. valves, preferably
by substitution and, if necessary, the small i.f.
decoupling and bypass capacitors.

FERRANTI 14T6
There is no raster and the sound is normal.
I have momentarily shorted cathode to grid pin
on end of tube, but the tube remained blank.
Tube bias and e.h.t. are normal.
A. Fenton
(Diss, Norfolk).
Lack of raster, normal tube bias and e.h.t. would
imply trouble in the picture tube. Check the
setting of the ion trap magnet on the tube neck
if this looks as though it has shifted in position.
Adjust, only if necessary, for maximum screen
illumination. Make sure the e.h.t. is correct at
the tube final anode and, if still no response, have
the tube tested for emission.

-J.

FERGUSON 206T
On switching on the set the picture comes but
after 3 to 4 minutes it collapses with a straight
bright line down the centre of the tube face. I
have changed PL81 and EY86 but without improvement. Could the line output transformer be
faulty? -G. R. Wilson (Aughton).
If the white line persists (which it probably does
not) you will have to replace or at least check the

line deflector coils on the c.r.t. neck. If the line
disappears or fades out almost as soon as it appears
however, check the ECL80 line oscillator and
associated components, but only if the PL81 overheats. If the PL81 does not overheat, check the
0.25µF boost line capacitor before fitting a new
line output transformer. A transformer can be
ordered from one of our advertisers, Direct TV
Replacements for example, or from a dealer who
will order it from B.R.C.

STELLA ST6417U
This set has a line linearity fault on which the
control has little effect. This takes the form of
stretching on the left hand side of the screen. If
somebody in a programme walks from right to
'Nichols (Kendal, Westleft, he gets fatter.
morland).
You should check the PL81 valve and the components associated with the width and linearity
coils, 6.8kí2 resistor and 390pF capacitor.

-J.

BUSH T67
The picture narrowed and there was a black
band down one side. Now there is no picture at
all. The sound is perfectly normal. -J. Marston
(Northampton).
You should check the PL36 line output valve
and the PY33 if necessary although as the sound
is not affected, we do not suspect this valve
which is the h.t. rectifier.

EKCOVISION T221
There is a good raster. E.H.T. voltage is
present but there is no picture or sound. At first
it was only ITV I could not get, but now I can
only get BBC -1 now and again with a broken -up
picture. I have changed PCF80 and PCC84 and
cleaned the tuner contacts but this has made no
improvement.-E. Bairstow (Wakefield, Yorkshire).
The fault is in the tuner unit. Check the h.t.
to pin 1 of the PCF80. If low, check the 15k12
feed resistor and other tuner components. Check
oscillator tuning.
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LAWS O N

BRAND NEW CATHODE RAY TUBES
The rapidly increasing demand for a complete range of new tubes of the very
highest quality is now being met by the new Lawson "CENTURY 99"
range of television tubes.
SPECIFICATION:
The new "Century 99" range of C.R.T.s are the products of Britain's premier C.R.T. manufacturers. All
types are exact replacements, manufactured to the original specification but incorporating the very latest design improvements
to give superb performance, coupled with maximum reliability and very long life.
"Century 99" C.R.T.s, available as direct replacements for the following makes and types

AW36-80
A W36-21

Twin Panel

Types

A47 -13W

A59 -16W
A59 -13W

AW53-86

CRM124
CRM141
CRM142
CRM143
CRM144
CRM153
CRM171
CRM172
CRM173
CRM211
CRM212

A W43-88
A W 43-80

C14JM
C14LM
C14PM
C171A
C174A

Twin Panel
CME1906
CME2306

..
.,
.,

.,

£4.10.0
£5.10.0
£5.19.0
£6.19.0
£7.15.0

tilting
bracket and 4 element grid reflectors.
Loft Mounting Arrays, 7 element, 35/ -.
11 element, 4218. 14 element. 50/ -. 18
element, 57/6. Wall Mounting with
Cranked Arm, 7 element. 60/ -. llelement,
67/ -. 14 element, 75/-. 18 element, 82/6.
Slast Mounting with 2in. clamp. 7
element, 42/6; 11 element, 55/-; 14 element,
62/ -; 18 element, 701 -. Chilmtey Mounting
Arrays, Complete, 7 element. 72/6; 11
element, 80/ -: 14 element, 87/6:18 element,
95 / -. Complete assembly instructions with
'very unit. Low Loss Cable, 1/6 yd.
C.I1.F. Preamps, from 75/-. State clearly
hannel number required on all orders.

ITV

F.M. AERIALS
Itlt(' (hand I). Telescopic lot t, 21/- .External

SID. 30/ -. "H" 22.10.0.
T1'V (Band 3). 3 Element loft array, 25/ -. 5
element; 35/ -, Wall

mounting, 3 element,
35/-. 5 element, 45/-.
BBC/ITV.
Combined
Lott 1 +3. 41/3: 1 +5,
48/9;Wall mounting 1 + 3,
56/3:1 +5, 63/9: Chimney
1 +3, 63/9:1 +5, 7113.
VIIF transistor pre amps, 75/ -.
F.M. (Band ß), Loft SW. 12/6, "H ", 30 /-, 3
element. 52/6. External units available.
Co -ax cable. S. yd. Co -ax plugs. 1/3. Outlet boxes, 4/6. Diplexer Crossover Boxes,
12/6. C.W.O. or C.O.D. P. & P.5 / -. Send 6d.
stamps for illustrated lists.
Quotations for special arrays available
on request

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. P /T)
Central Parade, New Addington

27

Surrey

LOD 2266

C19 '16A

C19,10AD
C19AH
C19AK
C21/1A

&

141 K

171K
172K
173K
212K

512

512T

7102A
7201A
7203A
7204A
7205A
7401 A
7405A
7406A

513

C21HM
C21KM
C21NM

17ARP4
17ASP4
17AYP4

C17AF

C21SM

21CJP4

C17BM
C17FM
C17GM
C17HM

C21TM
C23-7A

SE14170
SE17/70

7501 A

7502A
7503A
7504A
7601 A
7701A

C23-TA
C23AG
C23AK

2

YEARS'
FULL REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE

Complete fitting instructions supplied

NEW VALVES
Guaranteed Set Tested

24 HOUR SERVICE
1R5, 1S5, 1T4, 3S4, 3V4, DAF9 , DF91, DK91,
1)L92, DL94. SET OF 4, 14/9
DAF96, DF96, DK96, DL96. SET OF 4. 23/6.
PCL82 6/3
1145
6/3
4/- DY87
1S5
3/9 EABC80 5/6 PCL83 8/3
PCL84
1T4
7/3
7/2/9 EAF42
PCL85 7/9
3S4
8/6
4/3 EBC41
8/6
3V4
5l- EBF80 5/9 PL36
PL81
6/8
5Y3GT 4/6 EBF89
5/9
PL82
6/9
6F1
6/3 ECC81
3/3
PL83
6K7G
4/6
5/11
1/3 ECC82
4/6 PL84
6K8G
6/3/3 ECC83
PY33
8/3
5l9
PY81
8/9
514/9
5/- PY82
PY83
ECM() 5/9
5/3
PY800 5/11
ECL82
6/R19
ECL,86
7/6
616
EF39
3/6 U25
8/9
EF41
U26
8/6
5/9
10/0080
4/3 Ul!tl
SI0301
I1F'85
11/6
EFBtì
6/- U801
16IEF89
L'ABCilO 5I4/9
UAR42 6/11
EL33
6/3
EL41
6/6
8/- UBC41
5/6
EL84
4/3 ' UBF80
0BI'89 5I9
EY51
5/11
EY86
UCC85
5/3
6/EZ40
UC1142
8/6
5/6
E'I.80
UCH81
5/9
3/6
E'Z81
4/- UCL62 6/9
11C1.63
C'Z32
8/9
8/6
KT61
l' F41
DL33
6/3
lï/6
7/9
N78
U089
5/6
DL35
14/6
4/9
UT,41
PCC64
5/3
DL92
7/9
4/3
U1,84
PCC89
DL94
9/9
513
5/U1-41
PCF80 6/3
DL96
419
5/11
l'CF82 5/9
UY85
DY66
6/3
4/9
Postage on 1 valve 9d. extra. On 2 valves or
more, postage 6d. per valve extra. Any
parcel insured against damage in transit
5V4G
6V6G

7%9

3/10F1
9/6
10013
8/3
29102
10/3
2001
8/9
20P3
8/9
20P4
12/6
30E5
9/9
30P4
11/6
3oP19
11/6
DAC32
6/9
DAF91
3/9
DAF96 5/11
DF33
7/6
DF'91
2/9
DF96
5/11
DK32
7/DK91
4/DK96
6/3
10C2

11/3

LAWSON TUBES
STATION ESTATE, MALVERN.
Offices
18 CHURCHDOWN ROAD,
MALVERN, MALVERN 2100

FIRST -CLASS RADIO
AND T/V COURSES...
GET A CERTIFICATE

-

Intensely Interesting study
In your spare time
YOU can secure a recognised qualification
or extend your knowledge of Radio and TV.
Let us show you how.
After brief,

-undertaken at home

ECH35
ECH42
ECH81

extra.
Office address, no callers,

COSSOR also

ENGLISH ELECTRIC

4114
4115
4115G

C17AA

C217A

GEC

&

C77LM
Cl 7PM

Carr. and
Ins. 10/-

BBC 2 (625) line transmissions

C147A

EMISCOPE
EMITRON

5/3T
14KP4

C17JM

Terms:
C.W.O.

All U.H.F. aerials now fitted with

C17SM

C21AA

C175A
C177A

Types

NEW RANGEU.H.F. AERIALS FOR

BBC

C12FM
C14M
C14GM
C14HM

CME1901
CME1902
CME1903
CME2101
CME2104
CME2301
CME2302
CME2303

CME1402
CME1702
CME1703
CME1705
CME1706

AW43-89

14'
17'
19'
21'

CRM121
CRM123
CRM122

CME141

A W 53-80
A W 47-91
A W 47-90

12"

BRIMAR

MAZDA

MULLARD
MW43189
MW43164
M W 36124
MW31/74
MW31116
MW43180
M W 36144
MW53180
MW53120
M W43143
A W 59-91
A W 59-90
A W 53-89

FREE GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 120
pages of information of the greatest
importance to both the amatuer and
the man employed in the radio industry.
Chambers
College provides first
rate postal courses for Radio Amateurs'
Exam., R.T.E,B. Servicing Cert., C. & C.
Telecoms., A.M.I.E.R.E. Guide also
gives details of range of diploma
courses in Radio /TV Servicing, Electronics and other branches of engineering, together with particulars of our
remarkable terms of

Satisfaction or refund of fee
Write now for your copy of this invaluable
publication. It may well prove to be
the fuming point in your career.

FOUNDED 7885 -OVER
150000 SUCCESSES

611.

GERALD BERNARD
83 OSBALDESTON ROAD
STOKE NEWINGTON
LONDON N.16
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CHAMBERS COLLEGE
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G.E.C. BT308

EKCO T327

This set is completely dead. All the valves and
tube are OK and h.t. is present on all points.
The mains dropper and metal rectifier, fuses,
switch, etc. are in order. -R. W. Hill (Hanham,
Bristol).
The information you have given us cannot be
correct. First ensure that only one side of the
mains input to the receiver is alive; check plug
and socket if both leads are live.
Then ensure :hat the chassis is not live; reverse
leads if it is. You should then be able to check
the live side from the fuse to the on /off switch,
to the dropper sections, thermistor and along the
valve heater chain until the break is found,
including the c.r.t. heater if all the others are

There is no horizontal hold. The 30PL1 has
been changed with no improvement. -G. Wilson
(Northwich, Cheshire).
We fail to see why if the horizontal hold has
failed the 30PL1 should be suspected as this is
the field oscillator- output.
The line oscillator is part of the 30FL1. If the
field is at fault check the 2µF decoupler of the
30FL1 screen grid (sync separator section) and
the interlace diode.

alive

PAGEANT 7P20
This set has no picture. Raster and sound are
present. The brilliance control is operative
although it does not blank the screen effectively.
On band 1 a "slight" trace of sound -on- vision is
noticeable. I have interchanged valves 4 and 5
with valve 6 (sound i.f.) and tried substituting
these 6F23's with new EF80's with no result.
M. Day (Birmingham, 24).
You will have to check the V4 and V5 valve
base voltages, h.t. at pins 7 and 8 and bias at
pins 1 and 3. If these are in order, check the
CG12E (or OA80) vision detector diode (inside
L18 -L19 can) also the video choke from this
diode to the valve base.

-

MURPHY 240
There is a line whistle present. The PY81 /20P4
are OK. There was a blue glow in the 20P4. I
replaced this valve but the glow appears in the
new one also. This glow moves up and down
when the line hold is adjusted. To make a neon
light, you have to touch the top of the PY81 /20P4.
E.H.T. at the tube connection is almost nil
and when this connection is removed it makes no
difference. I cannot tell whether the e.h.t. rectifier is lit. -N. Irvine (Solihull, Warwickshire).
If the circuit is working properly, the neon
would light when placed in the vicinity of the
transformer. Check the 025µF boost line capacitor and resistors to pin 4 of the 20P4 base.
G.E.C. B T5348
On occasions. the picture and sound disappear
suddenly, leaving a blank bright screen. After
switching off for a few moments then switching
on again, the picture and sound come back. This
might happen once every few days or a couple of
times during an evening's viewing.
Marshall
(Westcl_ff -on -Sea, Essex).
The symptoms indicate that the circuit is intermittently going into oscillation. First check the
decoupling capacitors (0.001µF) by bridging each
in turn with a test capacitor of near value. Check
that from pin 8 of the V3 base to chassis and
other valvebases pin 7 to chassis. Check tuner
decoupling and aerial socket.

-J.

BUSH TV95
When switched on, the picture does not appear.
Sometimes the screen remains blank and sometimes there are lines running across it. I normally
have to wait about 25 minutes before I get a
worthwhile picture. I have changed two ECL82's
and a PCC89, but this has made no difference.
O'Reilly (Glasgow, Scotland).
Your description of the fault is not too clear,
however we presume that when the set is first
switched on, there is no picture signal but the
sound is normal. We presume the picture then
gradually fades in after some 25 minutes. In this
case you should -check the video amplifier stage,
first changing the PCF80 valve (V205) upper left
side.

-J.

FERGUSON 506T
The contact studs on the tuner of my Ferguson
506T require cleaning, can you say the best way
to do this ?-A. E. Bellfield (Birmingham, 26).
You will have to remove the chassis from the
cabinet. Release the two left -side screws and swing
open the left side. Spring off the back of the
tuner, undo the centre 2B.A. nut and remove thé
coil disc. Clean the studs and replace.

K.B. VV70
BBC -1 and ITV give no trouble, but on BBC -2
there is a weak raster and barely discernible
picture which is too big for the screen. Manipulation of the controls slightly improves the picture
but not to a usable degree. Increase of the brilliance control causes the picture to start disappearing from the centre outwards. The picture also
stretches to the left giving a ghost image of the
missing part of the picture in mirror form at that
side of the screen. The sound is OK apart from
being "slightly out of tune ". -P. Ryan (London,

S.W.8).
We would advise you to change C128. This is
a 0.12µF 500V capacitor between the line output
transformer and the system switch to the deflection coils.

BUSH TV105
The width of the picture is just short of filling
the screen even with the control advanced to maxi mum.-D. Pillinger (Keynsham, Bristol).
You will probably find that the h.t. metal rectifier is in need of replacement. Compare the a.c.
input to the d.c. input which should be higher.
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AERIAL

PHILIPS 21 TG 1000

DIMENS IONS

Could you please tell me the dimensions of a
BBC -2 aerial for the loft ? -G. A. Wilford (York).
It is virtually impossible to answer this question
without the following information: (i) prevailing
signal strength conditions (i.e., how many elements
will the aerial require to abstract sufficient signal
to work the set correctly ?) (ii) is the aerial to be
tuned to just the one existing local u.h.f. channel?
(iii) if so, the channel number (iv) is the aerial to
be tuned over the local group of channels?

McMICHAEL M21T
The picture will not stay still for long but when
it does it is slightly negative and all objects have
a bright line surrounding them. The contrast does
not seem to work either.-G. Gorodini (Ewell).
This seems like overloading of the video
amplifier: also indicated by lack of operation
of the contrast control; the set now probably
running in its full -gain condition. Check the
contrast control, the associated supply circuits,
and the vision i.f. and tuner valves that are
controlled (i.e., from the vision a.g.c. line) as a
heater /cathode short in one of these could cause
the effect.

The top of the picture

is cramped and does not
the screen. Reducing the height control makes
the picture a little better but it still does not fill
the screen by 3in, top and bottom. Increasing the
height, the picture fills the screen momentarily
then drops at the top by about tin. and is
cramped. -A. L. Brown (Bolton, Lancashire).
Check the h.t. feed to the field timebase
generator (via the width control). Check the
resistors and capacitors here and those connecting
to the boosted h.t. line. It would seem that a
resistor is high in value but that initially the
supply to the oscillator is sufficient due to the
charging of a capacitor, the charge, of course,
quickly exhausting when the generator takes

fill

.

current.

i
I

QUERIES COUPON

I This coupon is available until JANUARY 20th, 1967. and I
I must accompany all Queries sent in accordance with the I
I
notice on page 185.
I
PRACTICAL TELEVISION JANUARY, 1967

I.

TEST CASE -50
Each month we provide an interesting case of television
servicing to exercise your ingenuity. These are not trick questions
but are based on actual practical faults.

A dual-standard set suddenly developed the
fault of vision failure on 405 lines, operation

normal on the 625-line standard. When
switched to the 405 -line standard the raster faded
out altogether (sound remaining normal) and,
though the line whistle could be discerned by
running the horizontal hold control over its range
with the aerial disconnected, it was less prominent
than when the set was working correctly on both
standards.
Internal examination showed that the screen grid
of the line output became red hot when the set
was switched from 625 to 405 lines.
What could be responsible for trouble of this
kind and what tests could easily be made to prove
this? The answer will be given in next month's
PRACTICAL TELEVISION along with a further item
in the Test Case series.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 49
Page 140 (last month)
While two faults could have developed on the

Thorn 850 chassis, one in the sound channel,
causing the distortion, and the other in the vision
channel, killing the picture, this is not very likely

and the first test should be that to establish the
possibility of a common fault.
The symptom of no line whistle, of course,
indicated failure of the line timebase, and a simple
test with a voltmeter on the control grid of the
line output valve revealed lack of line drive.
Normally, a substantial negative voltage is present
on this electrode when the line oscillator is
delivering line drive to the output valve.
Consequently a check was made of the line
oscillator section, and it was soon discovered that
the anode voltage on this valve was well below
that given on the circuit. The oscillator anode
load resistor was of the correct value, and the top
end of this was traced back to the h.t. positive line.
It was found that this circuit was completed
through a decoupling resistor which also served
to feed the screen grid of the final sound i.f. valve.
The resistor checked normal value, but the voltage
on the screen grid was below specification. It
was then soon discovered that the screen grid
decoupling capacitor had poor insulation to chassis,
and the d.c. flowing through this was pulling down
the screen grid voltage and, of course, the voltage
to the anode of the line oscillator. While the
sound i.f. valve had just about sufficient voltage
to make it work after a fashion-with distortion
the voltage was too low to sustain line oscillation.
Capacitor replacement cured both symptoms.

-

London, W.C.2, and
Published on or about the 22nd of each month by GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street,
New Ze' tad; GORDON &
crinted in England by WATMOUGHS LIMITED, Idle, Bradford: and London. Sole Agents for Australia and
GOTCH (A /sia) LTD. Subscription rate including postage for one year: To any part of the World, 21.9.0.
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EDITION
ENGINEERING
THE LATEST

Have you sent for your copy?
ENGINEERING

189

OPPORTUNITIES

is a highly informative 132-page guide to
the best paid engineering posts. It tells
you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification
and outlines a wonderful range of modern
Home Study Courses in all branches of
Engineering. This unique book also gives
full details of the Practical Radio & Electronic Courses. administered by our
Specialist Electronics Training Division
explains the benefits of our Appointments
Dept. and shows you how to qualify for
five years promotion in one year.

-

SATISFACTION OR
REFUND OF FEE

WHICH IS YOUR
PET SUBJECT
Mechanical Eng.
Electrical Eng.
Civil Engineering
Radio Engineering
Automobile Eng.
Aeronautical Eng.
Production Eng.
Building, Plastics
Draughtsmanship
Television, etc.
B. Sc.

City ft Guilds
Gen. Cert. of
Education
etc., etc.

Whatever your eg.. or cape 'fence you cannot :Nord
to miss reading this famous book. Is you are earning
, CO a week, seno for your Copy o1
less iba
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" today -FREE.

OF

INCLUDING
TOOLS!

PRACTICAL
EQUIPMENT
ras: Pram.ee and Theore-

tical Courses for beginners
in Radio, T.V., Electronics
Etc.. A.M.I.E.R.E.. City &
Guilds
Radio Amateur's Exam.

R.T.E.B. Certificate

P.M.G. Certificate
Practical Radio
Radio &Teieviaionfervicing

OPPORTUNITIES

TI r specialist A.'Ire-

uonies Division o.
R.O.E.T.
A'014' offers yap r.
laboratory training al

Some

u

e

practical equipmen
Act for details

Practical Electronics
Electronics Engineerin
Automatten

POST COUPON NOW
Please send me your FREE 132-page
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
(Write if you prefer not to cut page,

NAME

ADDRESS.,.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY

(Dept. 301B), Aldermaston Court, Aldermaston,
Berkshire

SUBJECT OR EXAM
THAT

301 B

NTERESTS ME

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

ELECTRONICS GALORE!
in the NEW

dca CATALOGUE
s

Send

best value prices.
1/6 now for your

3

-

£11.10.0

star Guarantee
Carr. 30,-

copy

TWO YEAR GUARANTEE
EX- RENTAL
TELEVISIONS

Free illustrated list.

The convenient way to shop for all your
electronic needs. Everything from single
components to complete equipment all at

today

17 in

*Tube *Valves *Components

to:

DEPT. PT /1

dca ELECTRONICS LIMITED
28 Uxbridge Road, Ealing, W.5

Wide range of models
sizes and prices
SLIM LINE

17' 19' 21° 23'
Demonstrations daily
LATEST RADIOGRAM CABINETS £9.10.0
Superbly made and styled In
Veneered English Walnut
LIFT UP LID TO CHANGER 6

-

RECORD

a new
Basic guides for the enthusiast
series in question and answer form:

Q.
104 pages

Q.
6

Et

Pages

Q.

ft A.

128 nages

Et

Legs

A. ON AUDIO

Clement Brown

6u

inc diagrams

ON RADIO and TELEVISION
H. W. Hedger

COM-

1

Other

Carr.

301-

Send for

list

gn.

Models-

tu line diagram:.

A. ON TRANSISTORS
Clement Brown

STORAGE
PARTMENT

Position a' o 5' Twin Speakers
Dimensions: 40 x 160 x 150

I0 line ..iagrams

each 8s 6d. from booksellers or 10s. by post
GEORGE NEWNES, Tower House,
Southampton Street, W.C.2

Record Player Cabinets 4916. Laces: designed
covered cabinets. Take any modern Autochanger.

Single Player Cabinets 1918.
P. & P. 716.
TV Turret Tu.rers 216 leas valves. Slim
Models 5l- Presa Button Models 1916 P. & P. 216
REGUNNED

DUKE & CO. (LONDON) LTD.
621/3 Romtord Road. Manor Park, E.12

Phone: ILFord 600-1-2-3 Stamp for free Ilst
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TUBES

Guarantee

17' 791 8
21' and SIimi Ines 991e
Carr. 1018
16

;
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SITUATIONS VACANT
RADIO AND TV Exams, and Courses by
Britain's finest home study School. Coaching for Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds Ama-

teur's Licence, R.T.E.B., P.M.G Certificate
etc. Free brochure from British National
Radio School, Russell Street, Reading.

ALDERMASTON COURT POSTAL
TRAINING for B.Sc. (Eng.) Part 1,
A.M.I.E.R.E., A.M.S.E., City and Guilds,
G.C.F., etc. prepares you privately for high
pay and security as Technician or Tech-

nologist. Thousands of passes. For details
of Exams and Courses in all branches of
Engineering, Building, Electronics. etc.
(including latest information on C.Eng.),
write for 132 -page Handbook -FREE.
BRITISH INPlease
state interest.
STITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (Dept 1711:1, Aldermaston
Court, Aldermaston, Berks.

TECHNICAL TRAINING

RATES: 4/- per line or pat
thereof, average five words to line,
minimmni 2 lines. Box No. 11- extra.
Adcerli,ernents must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Hanacrr. "Practical Television ",
lutc er Il ousr, tiuuthampton Street,
1.0101011 vv .l._.

SETS & COMPONENTS
TV TUBE BARGAINS. 17in., 19ín., 21in.,
23in. 110 slim line tubes. Also 70 and 90

none slim line. All the above are brand new
tubes which had slight scratches on the
screen and have been removed at our
factory. Fully guaranteed 12 months.
All at one fantastic price, £3 each plus
I51- P. & P. Old glass not required. Cash
with order, no C.O.D. ATLAS TV

SERVICES (BRADFORD) LTD., 124
Barkerend Road, Bradford 3, Yorkshire,

THIS MONTH'S SCOOP!
New, Boxed and Tropicallsed, in

CITY & GUILDS (electrical, etc.) on

"Satisfaction or Refund of Fee" terms.
For details of
Thousands of passes.
modem courses in all branches of electrical
engineering, electronics, radio, T.V.,
automation, etc., send for 132 page
handbook-FREE. B.I.E.T. (Dept. 173K)
Aldermaston Court, Aldermaston, Berks.

tieautitul Cabinets,

525 -o25

line

EXPORT T.V. SETS

23 in. £39
TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48 Battersea Bridge Road, SW.11
19 in. £33

OLYMPIC II TV. S.A.E. for itemised
price list. AJAX ELECTRONICS, 18a

EDUCATIONAL

Rumbold Road, Fulham S.W.6.

TV and Radio, City & Guilds, R.T.E.B.
Certs., etc. on "Satisfaction or Refund of
Fee" terms. Thousands of passes. For full
details of exams and home training
Courses (including practical equipment)
in all branches of Radio, TV, Electronics,
etc. write for 132-page Handbook -FREE.
Please state subject. BRITISH INSTITUTE
OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
(Dept 172K), Aldermaston Court, Aldermaston, Berks.

STOP
FULLY GUARANTEED L.O.P.T.
REWINDING SERVICE
A few of the types are listed below:
BUSH TV 53 -66.
K.B.P.V.P.20, etc.
All at 50/PHILIPS 1768U, 17TG100U, etc.

NEW FROM STOCK
BECOME "Technically Qualified" in your
spare time, guaranteed diploma and exam.
home -study courses in radio, T.V. servicing
and maintenance. T.T.E.B.. City and
Guilds, etc.: highly informative 120 -page
Guide-FREE. CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Dept 858K), 148 Holborn, London, E.C.I.

PYE 200 -400.
U25 Type EKCO, state model.
FERGUSON 306- 308 305 -307
All at 45/FERGUSON 406, 408, 416, 436. 438
P. d P. 4/ -, C.O.D. 6/S.A.E. Enquiries

WITWORTH TRANSFORMERS Ltd.
26

All Saints Road, North Kensington
Telephone

W.11

BAY

.

9071

SETS & COMPONENTS

GENUINE BRAND NEW TUBES!
2

-YEAR GUARANTEE (leading manfrs.)

Space precludes full list but representative range herewith
Large stocks, carriage 12/ -, 21' upwards 17/6
TOP QUALITY, WHY BUY ORDINARY REBUILDS?
£3. 0,0
E4 0.0
..
..
..
..
CRM144, AW36/20, MW36/24. MW36 /44
AW43 /80, 88; MW4380, 43/69, CRM173, CME1703, 1705 C175M, SE17 /70

£4. 0.0
£5.15.6
£6.17.6
£7.10,0

..

..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
AW47/90. 91; CME1901, 1902, 1903
..
..
AW53/88, 8, CME2104, MW53 /80, AW53 /80, CME1901. C19AH
..
ALSO 19' and 23' TWIN PANEL TUBES, E10 and £13
Send for free full tube and valve list
Technical advice available

Immediate despatch

PHILIP H. BEARMAN
6 POTTERS ROAD

STOP PRESSI

30P19 11/4
Quantity discount

NEW BARNET, HERTS,
Telephone: BAR 1934/7873

PL81, PCF80
8

/ -I
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SHOP

THE

NEW TUBE Specialists
£12.10.0
£15.10.0
£5.12.6
£5. 7.6
-q 7.6
£b.12.6
£7.10.0
£7.12.6
£7.17.6
£9.10.0
£5.15.0
£6. 7.6
£6.12.6
£7.17.6
£5.17.6
£6.12.6
£7. 7.0
£7.10.6
£7.17.0
£15. 0.0
£5.10.0
£5,10.0
£5.17.6
£5. 0.0
£3.19.6
f6. 7.6
£7.17.6
£5.12.6

A47 -13W
A59 -13W
AW36 -20, 21
AW36 -80
AW43 -80
AW43 -88, 43 -89
AW47 -90, 91
AW53 -80
AW53 -88, 53 -89
AW59 -90, 59 -91

C148M, FM
C17BM, FM, HM
C17LM, PM, SM
C21HM, SM, TM
CME1402
CME1702, 1703
CME1705
CME1901 1903
CME2101, 2104
CME2306
CRM93

CRM124
CRM141, 2, 3,
CRM152
CRM153
CRM171, 2, 3

4

CRM211 212
MW31 -16, 74
MW36 -24, 44
MW43 -64, 69
MW43 -80
MW53 -20
MW53 -80
14KP4A, 141K
171K, 172K, 173K
7201A, 7203A

£5. 2.6
£6. 7.6
£6. 7.6

£7.12.6
£7.12.6
£5.12.6
£6. 7.6

£5.12.6
£5.10.0
£6.7.6
£6.12.6

7204A
7401A
7405A

Manufacturers' Reprocessed Tubes
available at £1 each less than the
above prices.
All tubes tested before despatch and
guaranteed for 12 months.
CARRIAGE 10/ -, via B.R.S. or 15/- via
passenger train. Add 2/6 for Comprehensive Insurance.
TERMS £2 down (plus carriage) balance
E1 per month.

-

Mid/and Stockists:
Amateur Electronics Co.,
240 Lichfield Road, Aston,
Birmingham.

TELEVISION
BATTERSEA
LONDON S.W.11.
48

STOP PRESSI

TUBE

TELEVISION

TUBE

SHOP

BRIDGE

ROAD

BAT 6859

JUST SOUTH OF THE BRIDGE
OPEN SATURDAY UNTIL 4 p.m.
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SETS & COMPONENTS

SETS & COMPONENTS

(continued)

(continued)

A.1 POST FREE BARGAINS
Guaranteed reclaimed valves
0091
P1.38
613
siERF80
1/PL82
2/6
4/9
ECM
8/6
PL83
PY80
4/9
EUC82
3/5/6
ECL80
PY82
1/6
EF12
FY31
5/4/EF30
PY38
5/9
1/8

THE KING TELEBOOSTER
6/301.0
6F1
6F13
1íF14
61,15

6L1

0L18
1001
10F1

10P1á

20DI
2054
20P1
20P2
20P3
301,5

THE ORIGINAL DUAL BAND TELEBOOSTER

30FLI

-

TRANSISTOR DEVICES LIMITED

RADIO
SERVICE

R. Et R.

Et

TV

44 MARKET STREET
BACUP, Lancs. Telephone: 465
6K25
4/6
6F15
5/EBF80 5/-

6/- 30P12 á/6/30L2 5/- 6U4GT 5/EB91
2/6 EBF89 6/EF80
2/6 ECC82 4/- EF85 5/ECL80 4/- 20P3
5/- EY86 4/30F5
5/- 30PL1 5/- 20P4 7/6
PL36
7/6 PCC84 4/- PL82 4/PCL83 5/- PCF80 4/- PL83 4/U301
6/- PY81
4/- 1OF1 2/6
10P14 5/- 20P5
6/8 20D1 2/6
7/8 30FL1 6/6 20P1 5/30P4
Post 6d. per valve. Six or more
post free. Ex used equip.
PY32

New valves, 6K8, 6R7, 4/6d.
6K7, 6F6, 6B8G, 3/ -. Post 6d.
per valve. Six or more post free.
Speakers, ex equip., 5 inch round
and 6 x 4 inch rect., 3/6d.
8 inch round 6 /6d. Postage on
speakers 2/9d. each.
TV pre -amps for VHF and UHF
from £3.10.0. send for details.
Line output transformers, scan
coils, etc. State set model No.
with all enquiries, also S.A.E.
please.

Stamped 9 x 4 envelope, for our
latest lists of new goods.

BARGAIN
PARCELS
ANY

20 VALVES
BELOW 26/PCF80, PCC84. PL81, PL82. PCL82,
PCL84,
PCL83,
EF80. EY86
ECL80,
EF91, EB91.
3 BY100 Rectifiers 10/ALL VALVES & RECTIFIERS TESTED.
50 mixed Wire -wound RESISTORS

Values 100 -10kO, 10/-

All

50 Mixed Capacitors
Values 0.001-250Mfds, 10/Capacitors and Resistors New.
P. & P. 2/-

VELCO ELECTRONICS
49

BRIDGE ST., RAMSBOTTOM,
BURY, Lancs.

GUARANTEED IDEAL for ANY RECORDER.

TAPE

World Famous make.
PRICES SLASHED.

APPROX. HALF PRICE!
By enormous purchase we can offer you fully
tensilised PolyesteriMylar and P.V.C. tapes
of Identical Hi -Fi wave range recording
characteristics as top grade tapes. Quality
control manufacture. Not substandard in any
way. TRY One for YOURSELF. THEY are
TRULY WORTH A FEW MORE COPPERS.
STANDARD PLAY
DOUBLE PLAY
150'
2/3
3"
3"
300'
4/4"

300'
600'
900'
1200'

5'
51

7"

4/6
7/6
10/6
13/6

4"
5"
51

7"

LONG PLAY
3"
4"
5"

55'

7'

225'
450'
900'
1200'
1800'

2/9

4'

5/6
10 /6
13116/6

5"

El-

600'
1200'
1800'
2400'

350/352

L63
NO!

4/6

5339

UVISIS

PCFvO
PCF86
PCL83
P1.33
P1.36

1/4/6

PY800

Ti!

5/3/9

3/-

0251

9/9

(2281

2/9

9/-

-.

3/-

/-

U282
U301
0401

2/6/6

1.11391

5/5/5/7/5/-

U540

4/-

21-

3/10

3/-

8/-

11118

AERIALS,

VALVES

U.H.F. aerials. Band, 1, II & IIl aerials.
U.H.F. transistorised boosters.
I.T.V.
boosters, Regunned T.V. tubes, Valves, etc.
New and second-hand T.V. sets, Transistor
Radios and all types of Electrical Appliances. Quotations without obligation.
Coaxial cable, fluorescent light fittings,
all at special prices to the trade and Home
Engineers. S.A.E. for list.

G. A. STRANGE
IRItOADFIb:1.I), Sott'l'll WKAXHALL,
ur. Chippenham, Wilts. Tel. Marshfield 236

TV SPARES
Fully Guaranteed Makers' Parts
Telephone orders sent same day
L.ne Output Transformers
Murphy

V270-280,

69 /6;

V310-350,

85/.; V410-

540, 65 /.; V659 -759, 651 -; Bush TV53 76/6; TV80,
661-; Ekco 221. 281 -284- 310-311, 132 /6; 330.331 etc.
136/6; Ferranti 1001.1002 etc., 132/6; Far
n
3067 -308T 7216; H.M.V. 1640 -1848, 72/0;
VT4,
VT17, CW17 etc., 132 /6; K.B. QV30, 62/5; Alba
324 etc., 550..

P

Any other make or model supplied.

Scan Coils from

55 /-

Large quantities used parts available
eq. Pye VT4 L.O.P.T. 59'6, Scan Coils, 45/.

EKCO- FERRANTI SHROUDS
17/6 each, P. A P. 1/6

Free Insurance and Quantity discounts
Open all day Saturday
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. Post & Pack 4/-

27/-

TRIPLE PLAY

T.C.S. M/O Dept.

800'
1800'
2400'
3600'

MANSTONE LTD.

55'
7"

13 /25 /-

34!441

-

QUADRUPLE PLAY
3"
600'
a/-

Park

28 BROCKLEY CROSS, LONDON SE4
Tel. TlDeway 5394 (day), 01 -674 -2481 (night)

CALLERS WELCOME

MISCELLANEOUS

Crescent

680722, 67606

Fratton Road, Portsmouth

72 East Street, Southampton
132 Montague Street, Worthing

4)9

3
I.3.
I

118

1/5/-

B36
3/0
W329
7/8
EE41
266
3/8
3/9
5/10% d,scout ton arder for 6 or more valves
Salvage Valves 301 -) er 100 lour choice)
A.1 RADIO COMPONENTS
19 The Borough. Canterbury. Kent

.o Brighton Please.

Court,
Place, Brighton

4/6/-

4/3
3/9

TECHNICAL TRADING CO.
Devonian

EF91
EF184
EY86
KT61

5/-

3äP1:

Postage 11- per reel.
Post free and less 5% on three.
Trade and quantity enquiries welcomed.

All Mail Orders

2/6
1/9
4/3
2/6

TUBES,

Bridge House, Newton Abbot, Devon, England.
TV SPARES, fully guaranteed. Makers'
Parts. Telephone orders sent same day
C.O.D. Line O.P. Trans: Murphy V270/
280 99/6, Ekco T311, 330, 221, 231, 327
series and Pye VT4 etc., all 62/6. Most
types stocked. Send S.A.E. for quote.
Add 4/- p.p. Ekco /Ferr. Plastic Hsgs, 15/ -.
KINGS (ORPINGTON) LTD., 8 Cray
Parade, Main Road, St. Paul's Cray, Kent.
Orpington 30566.

F.F80
01,83

6/.

30P4

Still the best! Provides good viewing in fringe areas. Really substantial
gain on Bands I & Ill at the same time. Tunable, and employing the
latest low -noise transistor. Printed circuit for reliability. Consumption
LIMA
MA only, from self-contained PP4 battery. Retail price £3.15.6.
Self- contained Mains version £5.17.6. Also available, UHF BBC2
Model, of UNIQUE DESIGN. Send for fully descriptive literature.
Sole manufacturers:

4/1/-

61-

á/4/2/1/-

22034
25951
2630

www.americanradiohistory.com

CONVERT ANY TV SET into an Oscilloscope. Instructions and diagrams 12/,i
REDMOND, 42 Dean Close, Ponslad:
Sussex"
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SERVICE SHEETS

PADGETTS RADIO STORE

1.

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, TV 5,000
S.A.E. enquiries.
List II-.
models.
TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bk., Preston.

OLD TOWN HALL
LIVERSEDGE YORKSHIRE
Telephone: CleikheaUm 2866
Special Offer. Garrard Record Players.
angers. Model AT6 28.2.6. Model
Ili ('h12.0.
ABLin10
£5.
Single Player. Model S.P.25 £8.2.8. Carriage
and Insurance on any Model 10 / -. All
complete with cartridge and maker's

RECTIFIERS- CONTACT COOLED
:alt a1949 1h'í'1011 type 950 v. 950 mA. 11 /8:
F.) 113 /-; IO Ils 7/6; It RA /1983 (FU31) see Silicon.

For all makes of Radio. Television, Tape
Recorders, 1925 -1966. Prices from 1/ -.

FOR SALE

(continued)

VALVE CARTONS at keen prices. Send
1/- for sample and list.

J.

& A. BOX -

MAKERS, 75a Godwin Street, Bradford

METAL RECTIFIERS
RECTIFIERS -FIN TYPES
,r RM4 9/6: 11x5 17/6; 14A07 18 /0;
Itgmc
143.0 13/8; ER.9 17/6; Flit; 17/8; 14A949 19 /-;
I.W 1.i 19/ -; I.W7 19/ -; 14AI00 19 / -; 14A98910/6;
'W 12v. IA 5/- 1A 7/ -; 4A 10/6.
SILICON TV 8/- or with lustr., reslxtor- condenser,
7/6.

MDLTTDIETERS from 32/-.
Stamped envelope for full latest selection aryl
bar
iter, mobcap meters, Radios. Baby Alarms,
Intern "m. :net , Wilkie- Talkies.
MURPHY LINE u.l Trans V350 -VISO ao /-.
P. 6,1. Over LI Pst I'ree.
Under LI P.
yí. l'.4)

SERVICE SHEETS
Catalogue of 6,000 models, 2/6.
Free fault - finding guide with all Service
Sheets..
Please send Stamped Addressed Envelope

with all orders and enquiries.
HAMILTON RADIO
Western Road St. Leonardo, Sussex

SERVICE SHEETS

DURHAM SUPPLIES

4/-

ROAD, BRADFORD 8, YORKS

Televisions IT
£6 -£12.
Slimlines
£15-£25
Televisions 21
£10 -£25
£30.
Televisions 19"
Real good value. Carriage extra.

FYLDE TV EQUIPMENT
33' Weatcliße Drive, Layton, Blackpool.
Telephone: BPL 31159

19 Set with outer case. Receiver - section
complete with valves.
Parts Removed. 500 micro -amp meter, all
transmitter parts. Relay and 807 valve.
Condition fair. No dry rot 10 / -. Carr. 10/ -.
Reclaimed Tubes. Six months' guarantee.

AW43/80. 30/ -. MW43180, 30/-. MW43169. 30/ -.
CRM172, 30/ CRM142, 17/ -. 12tH. Tubes 10/ -.
17in. Tubes perfect but without guarantee.
17/- each. Carriage on any Tubes in G.B. 10/ -.

,

Specially $elected Nearly New Valves.
6 months' guarantee.
PY33

6/5/6
5/6

PCC84

.

175 DURHAM

guarantee.

each, plus postage

We have the largest supply of Service
Sheets for all makes and types of Radios
and Televisions, etc. in the country
(speedy service).
To obtain the Service Sheet you require
please complete the attached coupon:

.............. ,......

Name:

_.-- .-- . - - .-

Address:

... -..

PCF80
PL81

5/6
5/-

807

ARP12
ECL80
ECC83
ECC82
EF91

Single Valves Post 7d.

1/6
3/6

5/4/3
2/-

ELIO
5U49

6K7
6V6
185BT

4Ì-

1/9

8/6

VALVE LIST
Ex. Equipment, 3 months' guarantee.
Single Valves Post 7d.
EF80
1/6 PCF80
PCC84
ECL80
1/8
EF91
PCL82
9d.
PCLB3
51301
9d.
PCL85
EBF80
3/ECM
3/- PZ30
ECC82
3/- PY81
ECC83
4/- PY82
EL84
5/- PL81
EF50
1/- PL36

2/2/4/3/3/5/-

1/6
1/8

10P13
10P1G
20D1

20L1

20P1
20P4
U329
U801
U301
U191
U281

2/6
5/3/5/4/8/6
5/8/8
5/5/5/-

4/5/5/PY33
5/515/- 6148
1/8 U282
SFl
U25
5/624
5/ßP25
5/1/5/- 6F14
KT36
5/5/- 10C2
Breaking up 9 Sets.
Relays 100 Ohm Coil 2/-. Post 2 /6. 1 Doz. 26/
Post Pald..la 'k Sockets 7/6 doz. Post Paid
Toggle Swit dies 7/6 doz. Post Paid.
Pointer lino is 7/6 doz. Post Paid.
Top Grade Diodes 3/6 doz. Post Paid.
EY86
6K25

,

AERIALS
DISTRIBUTORS
London, W.1
Please supply Service Sheets for the
lo /lowing:
To: S.P.

TV AERIALS
Band I. H. Mast Fitting ..
,.
.s £t 15
Band III. 5 Ele Most Fitting
..
.. £1 10
Band I /III. S; D and 4-Array
..
.. £1 15
Band IV. 9 Ele Array
..
..
.. £1 10
Band IV. 16 Ele Array
..
.. E2 18
Lashing Kits from 10 /-; Poles, Co -ax ad., Grad
"A" 1/4. Plugs ed.
P. 6 P. 4/6.
C.W.O., S.A.E. for 116L

30

Baker

Street,

.- ..,....,_.
Model No.......

Make:

TELEINDUSTRIES LTD.
3REAKSPEAR ROAD, RUISLIP, Middlesex

Model

Radio /TV

No............ .,..... Radio/TV

Model No..- ..... ........_.

WANTED

-.

Radio /TV

also require new 1967 List of Service
Sheets at 1/6 plus postage.
I

NEW VALVES WANTED
. EY5I,
EY86, PL84, PCC84, PCF80, PCL82,
PCL83, PY81, R19, 30P19, U25 etc.
Best cash price by return.
DURHAM
SUPPLIES, 175 Durham Road, Bradford 8, Yorks.

-

(p /ease delete items not applicable)
I enclose remittance

.......

of...

(which includes postage)
MAIL

ORDERS

ONLY

(Jan. PT.)

WANTED-Popular Brand New Valves
R.H.S., Stamford House, 538 Great Horton
Road, Bradford 7.
SERVICE SHEETS purchased. HAMILTON RADIO, Western Road, St. Leonards,

Models 7 and 8. Any condition. Any
quantity. HUGGETTS LTD., 2-4 Paw son's Road, West Croydon.

SERVICE SHEETS

Perfect Speakers. Removed from TV sets.

,

5. 7/8.
Goodmans 7 x 4, 5/ Goodmans 8
6 x 4 and 51115., 3/ -. Plus Post on any Speaker.
4/ -.

New 12 inch Speakers, with built -in
tweeter, 28/6. 3 or 15 ohm. Coil, 28/6. Post
Paid.
New 24 volt Miniature Model Makers
Motor will run rom 6 volts, 6/6. Post Paid.
Motors Single Phase Quarter H.P., 26/ -.
Sixth H.P., 15/ -.
Ex Washing Machines. Fully guaranteed
Plus Carriage 10/ -.
Type 46 Set. Complete with valves. Send
receive switch removed. 12/8. Post Paid.

Just published-the
standard reference
book by J. P. Hawker

OUTLINE
OF RADIO
and

Please mention

Sussex.

DAMAGED AVO METERS WANTED.

No duds.

"PRACTICAL TELEVISION"
when replying to

Advertisements

TELEVISION
This introductory book starts with clear
explanations of electric currents, radio and
audio waves and electronic components.
and continues through to the most advanced
items of equipment such as u.h.f. television
tuners, multiplex stereo systems and colour
television receiver techniques.

408 data filled pages
over 300 diagrams
including many circuits
30s. from booksellers or 32s. by post.

GEORGE NEWNES LTD.

SERVICE SHEETS (75,000) 4/- each.
ALWAYS OPEN.
Callers welcome.
South Street, Oakenshaw, Bradford.

Tower House, Southampton St., W.C.2
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PRACTICAL TELEVISION

REBUILT TUBES

!
You're safe when you buy from
RE -VIEW
with a completely
new gun assembly and the correct voltage
Each tube is rebuilt

7C

*
*

heater.
Each tube comes to you with a guarantee
card covering it for two years against all
but breakage.

237 LONDON
SURREY.

14in..
15in..
17in..
19in..

MANOR

SUPPLIES

64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.11
HIGH

ROAD

Open all week loc. Sat.,

(nr,

Granville

Road,)

HII, 9118 (Day)

N.

Finchley

SPE 4032 (Eng.).

N.12).

1115(iT
1N5GT
1R5
194
1S5

1T4
3A5
3Q4
384
3V4
51740

5V40

SYaGT
5Z40
6130L2

6A16
6AM6
6AQ5
6AT6
3BA6

01E6
6016
h;BW6
6F1
BF'1:;
ñF'14
11.23

6K7t1

HOG
3K8GT
nL18
RQ7(1
.WOO

[(VOGT
1X4

1X5GT
706
707

.

.. £5. 0.0
.. £5. 5.0
.. £5. 5.0
.. £5.15.0
.. £7. 5.0

for Trade

Old Tubes Purchased

11(S,

SETS

.

Discount

VALVES
1A7117'

.

.. £4.15.0

Cash or cheque with
order, or cash on delivery

ROAD, WEST CROYDON,
Tel. THOrnton Heath 7735

'3HF /825. Modify your set to BBC2. 1933 to 1963 models nner,,]. Selection nt
manufacturer; conversion kits and timers at reduced prices. List available.
'SPECIAL OFFERS: FERGUSON 625 IF amp. chassis, New, Incl. 6 valves, 39/6
Ics, valves 19/6), Circuit and instr. 3/6. p/p 4/6. PHILIPS 623 conversion kit
Incl. inner and IF Amp., etc., New, 23.10.0, for less valves 21.18.0) P/p 6/ TV SIGNAL BOOSTER UNITS. Sens. gain al stations. PT FI /LABGEAR trans'd.
WW1/ ITA or UHF' Battery "plug in" 75) -, UHF Maine "plug in" 97/6, UHF
Masthead 105/ -. Post Tree.
FIREBALL TUNERS. New/tested (KB RGTN. ROD, PYE, ULTRA, PILOT,
etc.) suitable for other maids, 75/ -, pip 4/6.
TURRET TUNERS. New, Cyldon c/f 38 Hefts 30/ -, Braphead 10,Dì, 38 Mc /s 25/ -,
KB MV /F 38 Muhs 15/ -, EKCO 16 Mele 10/ -, p/p 411;. Many others available.
Poch. Rep!. service los special types Incl. Pye, Ferguson, Solid), Philips, GEC.
McMich. Large Selection Channel ('oils, etc.
CRT.. Rebuilt, 12 month guarantee. 14, 17 inch: 70 °, 90`4 -5- 0.17.19 inch 110 °.
5-5 -0. Callers only.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFO. Popular types available, brand new enact replacements fully guar. A selection which can be supplied:PHILIPS 1708 etc.. STELLA 8617 etc.
,, 98 /8
LOPT Inserts p/p 7/EKCO 221 to 331 (2'13) types
..
42
FERRANTI 1001 to 1011 ((123 types)
42
Cossor 930 to 947
38/6
EKCO'FERRANTI (126 types) 70 °190° .. 58 16 Bush TV53
to 69
30/FERGUSON 306i 308 42/8. 486, 408
59 /6
700 range
38/0
FERGUSON 5011, 588,540 59/6, later nro,lcls 74 /9 Emerson
Ferguson 203 to 248
35/MARCONI VT157, 179, 160, 164 59/6.
Ferranti 14T5 to 17T8 38/8
Others ..
Peto Scott 1419 to 1724 35/GEC 1.252.174, 2743 range 52/8 later models 72 /6 Pye V4,
V7 range
47/6
HMV 1965, 1869 42/8, 1890 /1096 55/-,
ROD Deep 17
38/0
Otherw
72 /8
ROD 590 range
38/6
SOBELL TSI7, 346 48/6; other models ., 72
Reg. 10-17
38/6
..
.. 6E
PYE, PAM, INVICTA from
Also, ALBA, COSSOR, KB, MsMICH, PHH.CO, P/SCOTT, REG, ROD, ULTRA etc.
Postage and Packing for L.O.T,s 4/6. C.O.D.:ini extra.
SCAN COILS. Frame n/p frame ase. transf., width /linearity rills, sound alp
transt., mains droppers, esnteol knobs, dual vol., controls, line osc. transf.
siston, ondenseni, etc.
TAPE REC/CHANGER. Drive Belts, Heads Pinch Wheels, Idlers. Motors for
owt British (incl. WALTER) and Continental.
SALVAGED COMPONENT9.Large ,selection for popular models, clean, serviceable
n'ondition, turrets, transformers, etc., ENQUIRIES invited quotations given.
C.O.D. despatch available.

.

21in...

TUBES

BBC2, TV, RADIO & TAPE REC. SPARES

589b,

12in...

know -how. We were amongst the very
first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding
television tubes.

ELECTRONIC

WHAT YOU

IS

PAY:

Each tube is delivered free anywhere
in the U.K. and insured on the journey.
Each tube is rebuilt with experience and

RE -VIEW

(Callers:

HERE

.set

of

185,
4

7/8 7(:5

SAME DAY SERVICE
NEW! TESTED! GUARANTEED!!

)AF'91, DF91, DK91, DI,92, DL94.
for 16/-. DAF'90, DF'96, DK96, UL96, 4 for 24/6.
1'P4, 384, 3V4,

9/6 B30
4/6 E('1135
6/9 0729
10/- RCH42
5/- DAC32 7/3 F1('1181
5/- DAF91 319 ECH84

6/- Pl.97
9/- P(X184
5/. F(x89

6/8 R19
7/6
5/8 R20
12/9
9/8 TIP/1C 9/6
PCC189
9/L'25
9/6
9/419 10C2
11/81)AF96 8/- ECLNO
6/- PCF80 6/8 C26
8l9
3/9 10101
9/9IK'('90 7/- ECL82 6/S PCF'82 e/- 1'47
818
219 10P13
7/9 ECLOIi 7/9 PCF86 8/3 1'49
8/8 DF33
9/3
71- I2AT7
2/9 EF39
3/9 DF'91
3/9 PCF800 10/8 ('52
418
5/8 12A116 4191)F96
8/- EF4I
613 Pt'F'1+111 9/0 U78
3/0
4/9 12AU7 4/9 111171I
3/8 EF'8O
4/9 11( 'F802 9/8 l'l91
1016
5/8 12AX7 4/9 D1177
4/- EF.83
5/- l'('F',11:5 8/- l':101
11/9
4/8 12K7GT 3/8 D1181
12/8 EF86
8/3 13 .1...2 6/9 1-801
18/3
7/9 ltKer'P 7/9 DK32
7/9 EF89
5/- 1Y'1.83 8/0 l'A1iC80 5/9
4/11 l2Q7GT 3/8 DK9l
4/9 F1P91
3/8 1'1'1,84 7/8 CAF42 7/9
819 201"2
10/8 DK92
81- F.F'92
213 1't'L85
8/31'BC41 6/9
9/8 20Ll
141- DK96
8/6 EF97
7/6 Pl'I.86 8/6 l'R1,80 6/2/3 2011
6/9 EF183
9/- D1.33
6/9 PENA4 6/9 CBFef) 5/9
3/6 2111'3
111,35
5/F,F'184
8/PEN36C
1'0121
9/9/4/9 20P4
4/9 F,L33
8/8
15/- 1'C92
5/8
1816 111,92
4/- 25U4tIT1118 D1.94
5/8 ELIO
11/9 PEN383 910 í(C85 8/3
4/6 3OC15 10/5 111.:ní
81- RIAI
8/6 PFL200 14/- 1'('1'811 8/3
4/3 30C17 11l6 DY.86
6/6 EL42
8/9 1C1G1 9/3
7/9 PL36
518 30C'IB
6/6 ELO4
8/- DY87
6l9 lCH4> 8/9
4/9 PLOt
7/3 30F'3
6/0 1.C1181 8/9/9 EAB('80 6/- E1.90
419 l'L82
7/9 30 ELI 10113 EAF42 7/6 F.L95
0/- 1('1.82 7/5/- P1.83
3/8 30115 111- F114t
11.84
4/- FIM80
6/3 t't'L83 8/9
5/9
91- :1111.17 12/- F,B9I
2/3 EM81
l'L51)0
l'F'41
13/e
8/7/3
919:í0P4
7/6l'Fx0
7/11/6EB('3:; 8/-F.MS4
5/9 P1-8°1
9/8 EBl'41
1/8 :í11P1'2
7/9 EM87
719 l'F89
5l9
816 PX25
419 31)1'19
8/- EY51
8/8 I 1.41
8/9
11/6 E01,80
6/3 PY3I
7/8 301'11 11/9 1:11F'89 5/9 EY80
6/- PY32
8/6 L44
15/"/d 30P1.1:1 1119 Et '('81 3/9 E7A0
8/3 PY33
8/6 1.84
5/9
5/8 351,6t:T 813 EI'l'82
4/9 E241
6/6 1'1'80
5/3 Il_'1
8l9
3/8 3555'4
418 EC('83
7/- 6Z80
3/91'Yel
5/3
4/9
8/6 3524GT 4/8 ECCS4
5/.1'1'83
6/3 EZ81
4/- PY82
4/9
85A2
3/8
5/9 ECC85
5/6 GZ32
9/- PY83
5/9 VP4B 11{8/3 185BT 20/- Ello 8O 7/8 KTtil
6/6 PYOB
7/3 W711
3/6
10/9 0063
12/8 F,OFBit 6/9 N18
5/6 PY800 8/6 W77
2/9
7/- AZ31
8/9 El'1,86 9/- N78
14/9 PY801 6/6 Z77
3/9
713 7C6
7/9 7117

4/9 7Y4

1

Y4
1
1

READERS RADIO

85 TORO.UAY GARDENS, REDBRIDGE,
ILFORD, ESSEX.
CRE 7441
Postage on

valve 9'1. extra. On 2 valves or more, postage 6d. per valve extra
Any l'artel Insured against Damage in Transit 6d. extra.
1
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PRACTICAL TELEVISION

TAPE RECORDER
SERVICING

MANUAL
UPsTODATE
NEW!

!

DRAWINGS,
EXPLODED
VIEWS AND
CIRCUIT
DIAGRAMS

YOU NEED TO KNOW
IN ONE ESSENTIAL BOOK

EVERYTHING

!

By H. W. Hellyer

A.M.T.S

344 PAGES PACKED WITH CONCISE
SERVICING DATA AND FACTS OF
VITAL PRACTICAL VALUE TO SERVICE
ENGINEERS AND KEEN AMATEURS
ALIKE! 7 DAYS' HOME TRIAL!

including:

Here's all the "gen" you want about
TAPE RECORDERS and how to service
them -in one BIG 344 -page practical
volume that no service engineer or keen
amateur can afford to be without! Almost
every tape recorder and deck ever released
in this country -282 different models
covering the output of 63 well -known
makers -are included. Every model
carries concise yet comprehensive service
data, and is fully illustrated by 345 helpful
drawings, cut -away views of mechan`

isms and complete circuit diagrams.
The servicing notes have been compiled
partly from manufacturers' official data,
from other trade sources, and from bench
notes and observations made by the author
in the course of several years' practical
servicing. The principles of tape recording,
practical repair procedures, microphones
and matching are also dealt with in the
valuable introductory section. De Luxe

Edition (Leathercloth)

63

(or

credit terms -see coupon on right).

on

DO THIS NOW!
Complete form and post in
3d. tamped, unsealed envelope to bring volume
for 7 Days' Home Trial. HURRY!

FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS
or post this form today

MAKES

2 2
MODELS

Alba, Allegro, Amplion, B.S.R., Baird
Brennell, Bush, Butoba, Collaro, Cossor
Dansette, Defiant, Dynatron, E.M.I.,
Editor, Ekco, Elizabethan, Elpico, Fer,
guson, Ferranti, Ferrograph, Ficord,
Fidelity, G.B.C., G.E C., Garrard, Geloso,
Gramdeck, Grundig, H.M.V., Hagen,
Kolster- Brandes, Korting, Magnavox,
Motek, Murphy, Peto- Scott, Philco,
Philips, Playtime, Portogram, R.G.D.,
Regentone, Robuk, Simon, Sobel!,
Sonomag, Sony, Sound, Steelman,
Stuzzi, Telefunken, Thorn, Truvox,
Ultra, Verdik, Volmar, Walter, Winston

and Wyndsor.

7DAY$'NOME TR/sU!
I

I

I.,: ndh:mm. Iluuk.. Dent. S.%20,!, üa.t ed, Se, enoaks, Kent.
Please send me, WITHOUT OBLIGATION TO PURCHASE. "Tape Recorder
Servicing Manual ". Within eight days of delivery I will either return the
book in good condition, postage paid. OR send down payment of 191- (plus
postage charge) then five monthly instalments of 101- (total credit price 69/ -1.
ALTERNATIVELY I will send cash price of 631- plus postage charge) within
eight days of delivery.
U( ^Irte words SOT applicable: I wish to pay CASH /BY TERMS. I am (a) house owner; bi tenant in house or flat: ter temporary resident; (di single: lei
married; rb over 21: lgo under 21.
}'out' Signatute

r!I undr^r

21, pir'a-`"r rrtrfain

srorrrrtur.

}H.00R LETTER, nflLOw

NAME

....

Full Postal
ADDRESS

.,

.:A 202/Jan. 67
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